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Preface

The presen t st udy follows up the mor e genera l im plications of
my work on the early d evelopment of gender identit y in
Psychogenesis (Mob erly 1983). H ere the chief emphasis is on
narcissistic and borderline psychopatho logy, with pa r ticular
reference to the contri bution s of Hein z Kohu t and Otto
K ern berg. The fun ctional psychoses a lso receive some comm ent, again dev elopin g the conclus ions reached in Psychogenesis.
I pr esent a general review of basic Freudian concepts, and
dev elop Bowlby's work on attachment a nd separat ion, as well
as K ohu t's data on selfobject transfe rences . On th is basis, I
offer a dyn amic theor y of developm enta l a rrest: th e repre ssion
of an attachment -need checks the proc ess ofintrapsyc hic structur a liza tion ; b ut th e re-emergence of the repress ed- in the form
of a selfobject transference - implies an inherent repa rative
pot ential , thro ugh wh ich the normal developmental pr ocess
may be resum ed and cont inu ed. H owever, as the selfobject
tr a nsferen ce implie s the reanimation and re instate men t of
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legitim ate developmental needs, it is vital that such needs
should be fulfilled, an d not merely acknowledged without
gratification. The therapist's role as selfobject is seen as crucial
- the only de velopmenta lly realistic therapeutic manoeuvre for
disorders involving incomplete intrapsychic structuralization ,
viz. the fun ctional psychoses , borderline states, and narci ssistic
personality disorders.
The concept of corrective emotional experience has from
time to time been raised wit hin psychoanalysis, but not as yet
accepted. The Psychologyof Self and Otherargues that the body of
existing psychoanalytic data itself logically demands the rehabilitation of thi s concept, understood as the normal developmental need for attachment to a selfobject. This is a work of
theoretical revision with significant technical implica tions.
Interpretation remains important for psychoanalytic tech nique, but it is to be divorced from the rule of abstinence, which
is seen as count er-therapeutic for the whole spectrum of more
serious disorder s. The classical model for technique is to be
revised in order to do justice to the implications of the analytic
data. The data are not to be minimized or reduced in order to
preserve unchanged a model that was originally shaped around
more limited data. Corrective emotional experience - the
fulfilment oflegitimate developmental needs - is presented as
an essential part of the therapeutic task. This study is offered as
a challenge to psychoanalysis to accept the implications of its
own data, and thereby to make advances in the treatment of the
more serious forms of psychopathology.
I am grateful to the Leverhulme Trust for its award of a
Fellowship for this work.
Elizabet h R. Moberly
Cambridge,1982

1
Freudian concepts
reviewed

Bowlby 's studi es of mournin g in early childhood (Bowlby,
Robertson, and Rosenbluth 1952; Bowlby et al. 1956; Bowlby
1960, 1961, 1963, 1973) comment on three phases ofresponse to
the loss of a love-objec t: initial protest, which gives way to
subsequent despair,and finally leads to detachment.Detachment
is considered to be bas ed on the repression of the child's need
for his mother (Bowlby et al. 1956). It is this attachment-need
which persist s as a dynamic force in the uncon scious.· The
mourning-reaction set in train by separation may be resolved
sooner or lat er, and the amb ivalence towards the love-object
(experien ced as hurtful) may be adequatel y worked thro ugh.
However, I hav e sugge sted in Psychogenesis
(Mobe rly 1983) that
in some instances pathological mourning-re sponses may never
be worked through. Repr essed yearnin g for the loved object,
and repressed reproaches against it, m ay pers ist throughout
life. Most importantl y, I see this as the orig in of the paranoid
condition:
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2 The Psychology of Self and Other
'The genesis of paranoia is seen to involve the formation, in a
young child, of a defensive barrier against a love-source that
is behaving hurtfully. In other words, the child represses his
normal love-need, and the defensive barrier of mistrust and
even hatred towards the hurtful love-source blocks the nor
mal process of attachment to that love-source.'
(Moberly 1983: 15)
The same mechanism of defensive detachment - repression of
an attachment-need - is seen as causative of both transsexual
ism and homosexuality. In both instances the normal process of
receiving love from, and hence identifying with, a parental
love-source of the same sex, has been blocked by trauma,
especially in the earliest years of life. The resultant psycho
dynamic structure of both transsexualism and homosexuality is
that of same-sex ambivalence - though the intensity of the
defensive detachment and the corresponding extent of the
unmet love-need vary considerably in degree in individual
instances. It is indicated that the capacity for so-called
'homosexual' love actually marks the attempt to resume the
normal developmental process, and thereby to fulfil hitherto
unmet needs for same-sex love and identification. I conclude
that the defensive manoeuvre involved was not against
homosexual impulses as such: 'The fundamental defence, in
each case, is against the same-sex love-source, which has
resulted in the normal need for love from the parent of the same
sex remaining unmet' (Moberly 1983: 28). The more general
implications of such conclusions for psychoanalytic psychology
will here be explored, commencing with the concept of defence.
· Defence is a central concept in the history of psychoanalytic
thought, and one of the earliest to be formulated. Freud ( 1896)
took a crucial step beyond his contemporaries in seeing defence
as pivotal for the development of psychological disorder:
'Defence [is] the nuclear point in the psychical mechanism of
the neuroses in question.' 1
Unfortunately, Freud's own formulations, and those of sub
sequent psychoanalytic thought, would seem to have misinter-
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preted the orientation of the concept of defence. Freud re
peatedly insists that defence is directed against instinctual
impulses.2 He speaks of defence against an instinctual impulse
which is 'unwelcome' ,3 'objectionable' ,4 'undesirable' ,5 or
'dangerous' .6 More recently, Laplanche and Pontalis have
reaffirmed this interpretation: 'The two poles of the conflict are
invariably the ego and the instinct: it is against an internal
threat that the ego seeks to defend itself ' (Laplanche and
Pontalis 1980: 105). This seems illogical. To return to Bowlby's
formulations, detachment takes place vis-a-vis the love-object
that is experienced as hurtful. In other words, the defence is
directed against the love-object, against a situation of external
danger (separation, loss of the object). This defence against the
love-object does involve the repression of the attachment-need.
But it should be clear that this instinctual need is being protected
against, or from, the hurtful love-object. The instinctual need is
being defended; it is not being defended against. We may use the
analogy of a shield. A shield is used for defence, but the person
behind the shield is being defended from dangers beyond; he is
not, himself, being defended against! Similarly, repression is a
mechanism of defence, but what is repressed is what is being
defended. The attachment-need is repressed in what is experi
enced as a situation of external danger. The need as such is in
no way objectionable.
Though briefly stated, this point is of central importance,
and suggests the need for a major reshaping of our theoretical
perspectives. Outstandingly, it indicates that the resolution of
defence or repression is by itself inadequate. The goal must be
the actual restoration of attachment, in a relationship that will
fulfil (gratify) those legitimate developmental needs that were
left unmet when the attachment-need was repressed.
We may also reconsider the question posed by Freud 7 and
re-echoed by Laplanche and Pontalis: 'How does it come about
that instinctual discharge, which is given over by definition to
the attainment of pleasure, can be perceived as unpleasure or as
the threat of unpleasure to the point of occasioning a defensive
operation?' (1980: 105-06). The perception is of external
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danger, not of internal unpleasure. The motivation is therefore
the protection of the instinctual need. The suggestion of external danger has been mooted from the time of Freud onwards, but
has been 'treated as peripheral. It has not hitherto affected the
central formulation of the ego's defensive struggle against
instinctualdangers. But with our proposed change of perspective, the question mentioned above would become redundant.
The significance of repression is in turn modified. Freud
speaks of repression as analogous to flight, 8 as something
between flight and condemnation, 9 to be replaced ultimately by
a condemning judgment. 10 It is 'only a forerunner of the
11
later-developed normal condemning judgment' . This again
misinterprets the orientation of repression, and ignores its
protective function. Protectiondoes not need to be replaced by
condemnation, as the classical formulations tmfortunately
suggest. It is not the repressed (shielded) need that is objectionable, but the unavailability of the love-object. It is the
love-object that is, as it were, 'condemned' for its hurtfulness,
and it is precisely on this account that repression of the attachment-need takes place. Repression should be replaced, not by a
'condemningjudgment',
but by a restored attachment.
Repression is analogous to flight, but it still marks a flight
from an external danger, not an internal one. The traditional
distinction between internal and external dangers is certainly
important. It is on this basis that we point out that repression
involves the protection (withholding) ofan internal need in the
face of an external danger. The ego does not 'treat the instinctual danger as if it was an external one' . 12 The danger is
actually external.
It may be noted in parenthesis that the repression of an
unpleasant memory or idea can and does occur. But the
repression of an instinctual need - the need for attachment - is
quite another matter, and does not im•ply a negative evaluation
of what is repres sed. However , although the vicissitudes of
instinctual needs are of crucial importance for psychological
development , their repression has hith erto been evaluated in
exactly the same terms as the repression of unpleasant memor-
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ies. It is here argued that this equation of the two has been
entirely misleading .
The issue involved in our discussion of repression is not
instinctual danger,but instinctual unfulfilment.The love-object is
perceived as hurtful, and for this reason the normal attachment-need to that object is held back (repressed). The overall
goal must therefore be the restoration of attachment, and the
undoing of repression mu st be regarded as only a means to this
end , not as an end in itse lf. Since repression does not affect what
is in conflict with the ego,we must be cautious in speaking of
paving the way for reconciliation with the repressed material. 13
The elimination ofrepression is and must be a significant step.
How eve r , it is misleading to say that thi s takes place so that 'the
libido cannot withdraw once more from the ego by flight in to the
unconscious ' . 14 The ego required the libid o to withdraw from the
object.The undoing of repression , in the absence of a restore d
attachment to the object, would therefore no t resolve the
problem, merely provide a greater awareness of it.
In the light of this, we must insist that classical formulations
of the nature of the therapeutic effect are unsatisfactory. To
make conscious what is repressed in the id 15 may be a first step ,
but it is no mor e than that, when a rep ressed attachme nt-need
is involved. We are not merely to educate the ego 'to overcome
its inclination towards attemp ts at flight and to tolerate an
approach to what is repr essed' .16 Such a statement mislocates
the focus of conflict, since the flight wa s by the instinctual
impulse from the unsatisfactory object.Lik ewise, the resolution
of conflict is in itself inadequate. The objective must be to
resume and continue what the conflict orig inally hindered, viz.
the fulfilment of an attachmen t-ne ed .
Historic ally, psychoa nalysis distinguished itself from catharsis in the nature of its task: no lon ger to abreac t affect, but to
uncover repr essio ns, and replace them by acts ofjudgment. 17
This formulation was valid in the early stages ofanal ysis, which
was concerned with the repression of pa inful ideati ons; but it
was not valid to generalize from idea tions to attach ment-needs.
Only in the case of pa inful ideat ions should repressions be
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replaced · by acts of judgment. Attachment-needs, once freed
from their protective r epre ssion, should be fulfilled through the
medium of a restored attachment - and indeed, by their very
nature, such n eeds cannot be fulfilled in any other way.
Repression checks the fulfilment of an attachment-need. It
does not stop that need from existing in the unconscious. 18
Indeed, since the instinct s are 'continuous in their na tur e', 19
repression is not merely an event that occurs once, but require s
permanent expenditure of energy. 20 The repressed instinct
'never ceases to strive for complete satisfaction'. 21 However , it
is unsatisfactory to equate this striving wit h the 'repetition of a
primary experience of satisfaction' .22 The reinstatem ent of an
attachment-need would involve the continuation of wha t was
originally checked. Fulfilling something as yet unmet is more
than just repetition, and mor e purposive. Strictly speaking, it is
not repetition at all, since it involves precisely what ha s not yet
been attained.
At this point, the discussion has impinged on Freud's concept ofa rep etition-compulsion. The patient 'is obliged to repeat
the repressed material as a contemporary experience instead of
... rememberingit as something belonging to the past' .23 This
compulsion to repeat 'must be ascribed to the un conscious
repressed'. 24 We may entirely agree with the latte r explanation,
but will rewrite its implications in th e light of what has been
said already. Our data have suggested that the 'compulsion' is
to fulfil and comp lete , to renew and continue what was checked
earlier. In this sense , the compulsion is no more than the
persistence of the need and its continued striving for satisfaction. Its compu lsive character may be taken to suggest that the
fulfilment of such a need is essentia l for normal human de velopment and can only be ignored or left unfulfilled at the peril of
such development. Precisely because the need ha s persisted
unmet in the unconscious, the patient is obliged to resumethe
fulfilment of the repressed as a contemporary experience (to
paraphrase Freud 's statement), since the per sisten ce of the
unmet need is a genuinely contemporary fact.
To reiterate , the fulfilment of the n eed was orig inally checked
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in the past, and the need has therefore persisted unmet into the
present. Thi s impli es that the re is no justificati on for contrasting repetition with 'remembering ... as ... belonging to the
past ' .25 Wh ere an attachment -need is concerned, it may be
helpful for the pa tient to be come aware that the fulfilment of the
need was checked in the past. But what does this awareness do
of itself towards fulfilling the unmet n ee d? I ts lack of fulfilmen t is
a present reality-due originally to a past mish ap- and only its
renewed fulfilment can solve a problem of this nature. The
compulsion to repeat do es not replace an impulsion to
remember, 26 since the goal is not rememberin g as such, but a
renewed attachment. Conscious awareness may help in the
promotion of this goal, but it must be made entirel y clear that it
is not its elf this goal.
Where a (repressed) attachment-need is involved, the compulsion io repeat does not seem to be problemati c, but is
essentially the attempt to resume and continue the developmental pro cess from the point at which it was hindered or
broken off. However , it is clear that the repe tition compulsion
does also involve what is unpleasant or painful. This is no t
because 'it brings to light act iviti es of repressed inst inctual
impu lses'. 27 We have already indicated th at the conflict is not
between the ego and the id. But what ever was conflictual in the
past (vis-a-visthe object), and was not resolved , may still pers ist
and require resoluti on. In this respect, the repet ition compulsion would seem to mark the attempt to undo , resolve, or
ma ster. It does not as such suggest an abrogati on of the
plea sure prin ciple.
Moreover , in no sense do es it suggest a sufficient grounding
for Freud's the oretical construct of the death instinct. There is,
to appearances, an 'urge ... to re sto re an earlier state of
things' .28 However , this 'return' to an earlier state must be
regarded as more apparent than real, if in fact that 'earlier
state' has persis ted un chang ed during th e course of time . The
unfulfilled attachment-need, or unresolved conflict, is as much
a present problem as a past problem. Fr eud cha ra cterizes the
unconscious as tim eless and indestructible. 29 We would speak
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of the persistence of the unfulfilled and the unresolved. The
earlier state has not truly been 'reinstated'. Rather , it has been
there all the time, and is now made manifest . This is neither
'inertia' .nor 'conservatism' - the concepts classically linked
with the death instinct. It is simply a statement of incomplete
development, or of lack of resolution of conflict, or both
together.
It is in this light that we may also reassess the concepts of
regression and fixation, and suggest a new perspective on their
significance. These concepts are frequently invoked in
psychoanalysis, but it is acknowledged that they are primarily
descriptive rather than explanatory (Laplanche and Pontalis
1980). In practice, however, they are assigned a significance
which - I wish to suggest - is actually the reverse of their
meaning. The term 'regression ' itself begs the question by
implying, linguistically, a return. Freud repeatedly speaks of
regression in terms of a return to something earlier, 30 and
regards it as a movement from present to past. Consider,
however, our basic paradigm: if an attachment-need was repressed in early years and its further fulfilment was thereby
checked, there was no progress made in this area of development in the first place . It is not a question of regression, but of
lack of progress. At the same time, since this initial check in
progress is not global, its consequences may not become apparent or fully apparent until later on. But 'regression' (so-called)
is more apparent than real. We may speak of it as the later
manifestation of an initial lack of progress. It is vital for both
theoretical understanding and clinical practice that this concept of developmental inhibition should not be contrasted with
regression, 3 1 but seen as its essential meaning.
The clinical data und ergirding the concepts ofregression and
fixation are not in dispute, only the conclusions to be drawn
from these data. I here suggest that it is the early repression of
an attachment-need that results in fixation - fixating the
normal developmental process at whatever point it has reached
at the time of repression. And , because the developmental
process is thereby checked (fixation), no further progress is
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made in this area of development (the possibility of apparent
'regression'). Inde ed, the two halves of this statement are in
effect tautologous, since to check progress itself implies lack of
further progress. I emphasize this ta u tology only because the
concepts of fixation and regression have not been so clearly and
intrinsically linked hitherto. Apparent regression to a fixation
point is to be recast as r evealing a lack of progress from an initial
fixation point. Thus, when Freud states that 'the essence of
mental disease lies in a return to earlier states of affective life
and func tioning ',32 I would suggest inste ad tha t absence of
normal development is essential to many forms of psychopathology. This may be manifested in an apparent return to
earlier states of functioning, but I wish to suggest that these
earlier states were never genuinely outgrown and superseded in
the first place, even if a superficial adjustment masked the
difficulties until later. At the same time , the continuing expenditure of energy on repressio n implies the persis tence of the
original conflict (vis-a-vis the hurtful object ), which may well
become apparent in the current clinical picture. The therapeutic goal must be both to resolve the conflict - undo the
repression - and, most importantly, to ren ew the formerly
interrupted process of growt h. Unless the need for growththrough-attachment is resumed , m aintain ed, and fulfilled, the
central problem - of interrupted development - must remain
unresolved. The provision of a renewed attachment must according to our paradigm - be central to the therapeutic
process. The resolut ion of re press ion is significant only as a
means to this end, and not otherw ise.
If a fixa tion to particular objects persists throughout life,33
this implies that the attachment-need vis-a-vis these pa r ticular
objects was blocked and has not yet been fulfilled. To speak of
this as 'psychical inertia' or 'sluggishness of the libido ' 34 is quit e
unsatisfactory. A normal developmental need pers ists precisely
because it has not ye t been satisfied. Only when fulfilled can it
be superseded. T o suggest that the libido is 'unwilling to
abandon its fixation s', 35 or that its mobilit y is ended 'through
its intense opposition to d etac hme nt' 36 is a serious misinter-
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pretation . Again, the clinical data are not in dispute, only their
evaluation. What these data suggest is tha t legitima te developmental needs cannot be bypassed. If it hap pens that their
fulfilment is checked, the needs still persist. To criticize this
persistence is to misunderstand the nature of psychological
development, and results in misinterpreting the therapeutic
endeavour. So-called 'resistance' to release from archaic
attachments (Laplanche and Pontalis 1980: 162) is entirely
proper. Indeed, it is not right to speak of this as resistance, since
it marks the persistence of a legitimate need, whose fulfilment
has hitherto been blocked. Only fulfilment can result in 'release' from the need. Either the need will be fulfilled, or it will
persist unfulfilled and still requiring fulfilment. The 'tenacity'
or 'adhesiveness' of the libido is no more than the acknowledgement of this fact.
This discussion also suggests a re-evaluation of the relation
between fixation and repression. On this model, fixation is
neither the basis of repression, still less the first stage of ·
repression (Laplanche and Pontalis 1980). Instead, it is the
consequence of repression, inasmuch as the repression of an
attachment-need checks - fixates - the normal developmental
process of growth that takes place through the medium of an
attachment to a love-object. We would not, therefore, speak of
'fixations from which the ego had protected itself in the past by
repressions'. 37 Rather, the ego protects its instinctual needs for
attachment from a hurtful love-object , and effects this protection by repression, thereby resulting in fixation. The developmental process is checked in consequence of experiencing the
object as hurtful (whether deliberately or unintentionally so).
On this understanding, there is no reason why symptoms
should disappear when their unconscious determinants have
been rendered conscious. 38 Interpretation may well transform
the unconscious into the conscious, but this increase of awareness can be only auxiliary and not central to the therapeutic
task. The problem has been stated as the persistence, unfulfilled, oflegitimate developmental needs. The normal timetable
for their fulfilment was checked when the child's attachment-
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need was protectively repressed from the hurtfu l love-object in
early yea rs. Thus, the developmental needs that are normally
fulfilled through the medium ofan attachment have persisted
as yet unfulfilled . The removal of repression is helpful, but in
itself is only a stage towards the larger goal of renewed attachment. Freud's therapeu tic formu lation was that 'the change
which is decisive for a favou rable outcome is the elimination of
repress ion, so that the libido cannot withdraw -once more from
the ego by flight into the unconscious' .39 H owever, the libido
did not flee from the ego in the first place, bu t from the hurtful
object, at the protective inst igation of the inchoate ego. This
distinction is crucial, sinc e it indicates that restoration of the
lib ido to th e object, rather than to the ego, must be the goal of
the therapeuti c endeavo ur. Th~s, interpretat ion may enlarge
the ego40 in its cognitive sphere, but th is is peripheral to the
problem as stated. T h_einability or reluctance to reformu late
the significance of repress ion has thu s seriously hampered the
scope of psychoanalysis. The model pertaining to the repression of painful ideations was correct, but oflim ited significance.
The repression of attachment-needs is a different kind of
problem , and calls for a correspond ing re-evaluation of the goal
and methods of therapy.
The dat a considered in this discuss ion point to the conclusion that the 'ru le of abstinence' is of only limi ted value in
th e therapeutic endeavour; indeed it must often be contraindic ated. The refusal to gratify the ana lysand's libid inal demands is designed to ensure 'that the pa tient finds as few
substitutive sat isfaction s for his symp toms as possib le'
(Laplanch e and Ponta lis 1980: 2). The economic justification
for the rule of abstinence is to ensure tha t the libido released by
treatment is 'not imm ediately redirected towards a fresh cathexis of external objects . .. [but is] transferred into the analytic
situation' (Lap lanche and Pontalis 1980: 3). However, where
the problem is an unfulfilled attac hment -need, it is precisely the
'fresh cathex is of external objects' that is and must be the
solution to the problem. This need can be me t within the
analytic situatio n. Indeed, if it is not met within the ana lytic
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situation, this implies nothing less than the abdication of
psychoanalysis from the treatment of any problem that involves
more than merely the repression of painful ideations. It must be
stressed that it is the nature of the problem that must shape the
nature of the solution. The classical model of psychoanalysis
fits one kind of problem, but does not do justice to more
complex forms of pathology, on the data that psychoanalysis
itself has provided . The classical model may not rightly be
regarded as normative for all aspects of analytic work.
An interchange based on verbal expression by the patient
and interpretation by the analyst is helpful but insufficient,
wherelegitimatedevelopmentalneedsstill requireto befulfilled. Freud's
direction to the analyst was neither to gratify, nor to suppress,
the patient's craving for love. 41 This rule is valuable in a limited
sphere. Our postulate is that the removal ofrepression must in
many instances be complemented by 'gratification' -or, better,
· developmental fulfilment. Repression in itself is not the problem, but only a hindrance to the solution of the problem. Even
when repression is resolved, the problem as such still remains ;
viz. the lack of fulfilment of attachment-needs. Transference
love is not to be treated as unreal 42 if it involves the reemergence of legitimate developmental needs: It may be unusual for such needs to persist unmet into adult life, but the
needs are still as real as they were in earlier years. If their
phase-specific fulfilment was checked, the therapeutic task
must be to resume the fulfilment of the developmental timetable.
This is not to advocate a 'cure by love' in preference to a 'cure
by analysis' ,43 but to widen the scope of the analytic endeavour.
'Control over instinct' 44 will remain part of the analytic task. At
the same time, it must often be regarded as counter-therapeutic
to deny the patient 'precisely those satisfactions which he
45
desires most intensely and expresses most importunately' .
Instinctual privation has traditionally been regarded as essen46
tial to motivate the patient to work towards change. For the
reasons already given, this may not rightly be regarded as a
general rule. The patient's repetitive behaviour is not necess-
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arily a hindrance to the work of recollection, but is often a valid
attempt towards the goal of meeting unfulfilled developmen tal
needs.
The concept _of transference implies 'what is transferred'.
Freud speaks of 'new editions or facsimiles'; 47 the replacement
of an earlier person by the analyst; 48 the p ast applied to the
present; 49 'new impressions or reprints' .50 I wish to add to this
the possibility of transferring - and th ereby resuming - unfulfilled developmental needs. If an attachment-need emerges
from repression , it may well be transf erred to the person of the
analyst. The conscious awareness of this fact does nothing to
remove or destroy the transferenc e, 51 nor sho uld it do so. To
'remove' the transferenc e of this unfulfilled need would be to
reinstate the very problem that r equires solution.
What is transferred may include negat ive attitudes originally
directed towards a parent, and it is right that thes e should be
resolved. Where unmet needs are transferred, it is r ight that
these should be fulfilled. Transfe rence can inv olve both repetition (of infantile r eact ions) and re ins tatement (of unmet
developmental needs ). Freud's constant insistence on rep etition in the transference 52 covers only one side ofits significance.
The concept of reinstatement is of outstanding importance. It
stems directly from appraising Bowlby's da ta on the repression
of an attachment-need in early infancy. And it implies that the
rule of abstinence may no longer be central to psychoanalysis.
The concept of corrective emotional experience - the reinstatement and fulfilment oflegitimate developmen ta l needs through
the medium of a renewed attachment- must ta ke its place as a
legitimate , and often major, focus of th erapy.
Freud speaks of the transf ere nce in terms of pat hology: 'this
latest creation of the disease which is to be combated like all the
earlier ones' .53 We agree that aspects of pathology may well be
transferred onto the person of the analyst. At the same time, we
must insist that legitimate dev elopmenta l need s may likewise
be transferred. There is nothin g pathological about these ne eds
as such , and thus they are not to be combated, removed, or
destroyed, since this can only perpetu ate th e prob lem of their
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lack offulfilment. Freud alternatively speaks of the transference
as creating 'an intermediate region between illness and real life
through which the transition from the one to the other is
made'. 54 For Freud himself this statement again implies that
the transference is an illness, albeit an 'artificial illness'. 55 In
terms of our own model, the transference may be regarded as
intermediate and transitional insofar as it reinstates the developmental timetable from the point at which its fulfilment
was checked. By reinstatement, the transference can make
possible the 'transition' from the fixation points of early development to increased developmental fulfilment. In other
words, we take transition to imply simply the reparative resumption and fulfilment of the normal developmental process.
Transference neuroses do not 'originate from the ego's refusing to accept a powerful instinctual impulse in the id'. 56 The ego
protects the instinctual impulse from the hurtful love-object,
but this protection means that - while protected - the instinctual impulse cannot be fulfilled for the time being. When a
repressed attachment-need is reinstated, it is improper to state
that this transference 'replaces in the patient's mind the desire
to be cured'. 57 This is to draw a false antithesis, since cure itself
implies the fulfilment of unmet developmental needs. It is true
that in the transference 'the whole readiness for these feelings is
derived from elsewhere' ,58 but this is not to deny the validity of
such feelings. The rationale for therapy stems from the recognition that such needs were not previously fulfilled and still
require fulfilment. After all, if these needs had been previously
fulfilled elsewhere, the therapist would be redundant.
of 'earlier reactions'
and 'infantile
The repetition
prototypes' 59 in the transference is undeniable, but is an incomplete statement of the significance o[ the transference. The
're-experiencing [of] emotional relations which had their origin in his earliest object-attachments' 60 proves on our data to be
a two-sided phenomenon: reproducing early conflict, and reinstating early needs whose fulfilment was checked through
conflict. Only in the former case may the transference be
regarded as a 'weapon of the resistance' 61 or an 'obstacle'. 62 In

the latter, it is nothing of the sort. Likewise, the potential of the
transference for becoming the 'best instrument of the analytic
treatment' 63 does not refer solely to the interpretation of resistances. Outstandingly, it refers to the transference as a renewed
attachment through which developmental needs may now be
fulfilled. Interpretation and the overcoming of resistances are
important as facilitating this goal, and not otherwise .
Freud stated that the characteristics of the transference are
due not to psychoanalysis, but to the neurosis itself6 4 -or, as we
should prefer to state it, to the patient's psychological condition
in both its pathological and its developmental aspects. Where
develop men ta! needs are involved, the transference can only be
dissolved if the needs in question are actually fulfilled. If the
transference is interrupted short of such fulfilment, the needs
remain unfulfilled or only partially fulfilled. Thus - it must be
emphasized - the problem itself continues to a greater or lesser
degree unresolved. Likewise, the idea that the transference
proves that adults 'have not overcome their former childish
dependence' must be interpreted with caution. The persistence
of early developmental needs for dependence may well become
evident in the transference. However, such needs are not to be
overcome- any more than an actual child should overcomehis
attachment-needs - but should be fulfilled. The developmental
problem ofunfulfilled needs will persist ifit is not met on its own
terms.
In this connection, we may reassess Freud's use of the terms
'real' and 'reality ', and in particular will suggest that his
comments tend to beg the question . In the transference, it is
stated, a person 'is flung out of his real relation to the doctor'. 65
However, the persistence of unfulfilled developmental needs is
an entirely real fact of contemporary intra psychic reality. The
intrapsychic is as real as the external world; and if early
developmental needs have persisted unfulfilled into adult life,
they are thereby still a fact of contemporaryexperience. To denote
them archaic or anachronistic does not imply that they are
illusory or no longer valid, but merely acknowledges that they
were not fulfilled at the expected point on the developmental
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timetable. When such needs are transferred into a contemporary relationship, this implies the reinstatement of a developmentally helpful relationship. As such, it is no more unreal than
the actual parent-child relationship is unreal. It is simply a
different kind of relationship, where the fulfilment of pre-adult
needs takes priority .
Transference love does not, in this sense, involve much
disregard for ~eality.66 On the contrary, it implies an accurate
statement of intrapsychic reality, especially in such aspects as
are unresolved or unfulfilled. If a person 'cannot get free of the
past', this is not to be equated with a 'neglect [of] what is real
and immediate' .67 The intra psychic problem is as real and
immediate as anything in the external world, and must be
treated as such. If, for example, an apparent regression of the
libido takes place, this does not imply that the 'attraction of
reality has diminished' ,68 but only that the intrapsychic reality
of incomplete development has become more apparent. This
intrapsychic reality may be unfortunate , but it is not thereby
unreal.
The external world is not unreal, but it is not the only aspect
ofreality, and hence it is unfortunate that Freud tends to equate
the concepts of reality and of the external world. A contrast
between external reality and internal reality would be more
accurate: Freud's one-sided use of the term 'reality' is evident in
his formulations on neurosis. In a variety of statements, he
indicates that the ego is in conflict with the id, under the
influence of 'reality', 69 or the 'external world', 70 or the 'real
world' ,71 or 'external reality'. 72 Here 'reality ' and 'the external'
are confused. In any case, we have already indicated that the
poles of the conflict are not the ego and the id. Rather, the ego
protects the instinctual impulse from external reality ( the
love~object perceived as hurtful). In repression, the ego does act
'under the influence of external reality'. 73 But the protective
motive is misunderstood when Freud insists that 'the ego is
obliged to guard against certain instinctual impulses in the id
and to treat them as dangers'. 74 The ego's protective manoeuvre is both realistic and adaptive, but the persistence of
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this manoeuvre renders it maladaptive , since the needs that it
protects still require to be met; and until they are met, through
the medium ofa restored attachment , developmental fulfilment
is impaired.
We may agree that 'the ego, in the service of [external]
reality , suppresses a piece of the id', 75 provided that this is
understood as protection of the id , no t protection from the id.
The behaviour of the ego results in an alteration in the instinctual process, 76 and the ego has thereby 'inhibited and damaged
the particular part of the id concerned'. 77 However, Freud also
notes that the ego is 'intimately bound up with the id ' , 78 so that
the ego 'can only fend off an instinctual danger by restricting its
own organisation'. 79 I wish to suggest that this statement of
restriction is both truer and of great er significance than Freud
himselfrealized. Whether the ego is taken to deve lop out of the
id itself 80 or out of an undifferentia ted matrix (Hartmann
_1939), I would sugges t that the growth of the ego as a structure
- as distinct from certain autonomous apparatuses - is intimately linked with the vicissitudes of instinctual fulfilment, whereby developmental needs are met or not. To the
extent that significant developmenta l needs are not met,
the ego remains undeveloped , even if certa in of its cognitive
and perceptual capacities develop autonomously and on
schedule.
I am not at present convinced that it makes much difference
whether one speaks of an original id or an undifferentiated
ego-id matrix, since in both cases - th e latter as much as the
former- the emphasis is placed on the subsequent development
of the ego. I am therefore still happy to use Freud's own
terminology, and speak of the ego as 'the external , peripheral
layer of the id ' ,8 1 a 'portion of the id', 8 2 or 'the better organised
part of the id'. 83 Th e ego 'was developed ou t of the id by the
continual influence of the ext ernal world'. 84 The id 'under the
influence of the real external world ' becomes ego. 85 How is this
process achieved? Precisel y through the fulfilment of attachment-needs. On this perspective, the two accounts of how the
ego is formed prove to be identical:
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'According to the first account, the ego is an agency of
adaptation which differ entiate s itself from the id on contact
with external rea lity. Alternatively it is described as the
product ofidentifications culminating in the formation , within the personality, of a love-obj ect cathected by the id.'
(Lap lanche and Ponta lis 1980: 130)
The decisive 'contact with external reality' lies in the cath exis of externa l love-objects. And, as I hav e argued in Psychogenesis, the crucia l factor for the proc ess of identification lies in the
capacity for attachment. I speak of identification-throughattachment, both for the formation of gender identity and for
the formation of the ego itself. Thus, contact with external
reality, through an attachment, itself impli es the forwarding of
the identificatory process within the personality. It is not for the
id to cathect an internal love-object. Rather, the id cathects
external love-objects; and, through receiving love from external
love-objects , the ego is formed and built up. The sense of self
and of self-worth is received from others, and hence too the
contrast between narcissism and object-love is rendered
redundant.
Freud's understanding of nar cissism has of course been
much developed in recent years by Heinz Kohut, whose work_
will be discussed in some detail lat er on. H ere, as a pre liminary
statement, I wish to comment briefly on Freud's own formulations. One of his favourite images is that of the ego as a 'gre at
reservoir ' oflibido from which 'objec t-cath exes are sent out and
into which they are withdrawn once more'. 86 I wish to suggest
certain reservations about this image and its impli cations. The
young child has a 'great reservoir' of libidinal needs,but these
needs require fulfilment. This fulfilment is obtained through the
medium of object- cat hexes. In this way, the withdrawal of
object-cathexes can only mean a lack oflibidinal fulfilment, a
lackof actualization. The reservoir image can all too easily have
connotations of a 'full storehouse' - though it could equally
imply an empty receptacle , which cannot fill itself, but mu st be
filled from outside. Freud's 'amoeba' image 87 seems likewise to
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do insufficient justice to the inchoat e and as-yet-unactualized
character of early development and early intrapsychic structure. A 'nar cissistic libidinal cathexis of th e ego' 88 is not the
original state of the child. Precisely because the ego is only in
th e process of formation, the child does not as yet have an
independent psychologica l existence and is tota lJy dependent
on the externa l world for the fulfilment of its narcissistic needs.
Obj ect-cath exes, of however primitive a form, are the channels
throu gh which libidinal fulfilment may be received. Attachment to, and dep end ency on, the object- in its role as auxiliary
ego - are the mean s through which intrapsychic structure is
gradually formed. On these grounds, I would criticize such a
statement of Freud's as this:
'
'At the very beginning, all the libido is accumulated in the id,
while the ego is still in process of formation or is still feeble.
The id sends part of this libido out into erotic objectcathexes, whereupon the ego, now grown stronger, tries to
get hold of this object-libido and to force itself on the id as a
love-object. ' 89
To rephrase this: at the beginning, all libidinal potential and
libidina l needare in the id. The ego is still in pro cess of formation
and feeble. The id sends out object-cathexes in order to inaugurat e the fulfilment of libidinal needs, whereupon the ego
begins to d evelop precisely through this fulfilment of attachment-needs. The ego does not attempt to divert the id's libido ·
from objects to itself. The ego receives its own fulfilment indeed, its very formation - through the medium of objectcathexes. The ego can not very early sat isfy the instincts itself.
The ego very early exists only in potential, and itself grows only
within the matrix of instin ctual satisfact ion. Love is to be
received from the object,not from the id. The ego cannot provide
what it is it self dependent on for its very formation.
Narcissistic libido is not transformed into object libido. 90
Rather , object-cathexes are the medium for the fulfilment of
libidinal needs - of narcis sistic needs themselves. Narcissism coincides, not with egoism, 91 but with object-libidin al
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fulfilment. Pathological narcissism correspondingly stems
from lack of object-libidinal fulfilment, where the need for selfesteem becomes clamant precisely because it has not been met.
The concept of identification-through-attachment
- de- implies that it is misleading to draw a
veloped in Psychogenesis
sharp contrast between identification and object-love. Freud
92
states that the two are indistinguishable in the oral phase , but
93
his most frequent statement is to contrast the two. He speaks
94
of identification as the preliminary stage of object-choice, to
which object-choice may regress. 95 I would suggest an ongoing
complementarity between object-choice and identification:
that identification takes place through object-libidinal fulfilment, as does narcissism. Or, in other words, that self-identity
and the sense of self are as much mediated through objectlibidinal fulfilment as is the sense of self-esteem. Indeed these
'
are but two facets of the same process. The link will doubtless
be of greater intensity in the earlier stages of development,
suggest
especially the oral stage, but the findings of Psychogenesis
that the link persists - though in gradually lessening degree throughout the developmental process towards adulthood.
In addition, I would suggest that it is highly misleading to
speak of ego-identifications as the precipitates of abandoned
object-cathexes. 96 Identification takes place through attachment - through the medium of an ongoing object-cathexis .
Identifications are the precipitates of fulfilled object-cathexes,
not abandoned ones. The difference in emphasis is crucial.
Premature disruption in , or abandonment of, an objectcathexis can only check the identificatory process , not further
argues, such a check may result in
it. Indeed, as Psychogenesis
actual disidentification: not merely incompletion of identification, but an aversion to further identification - specifically,
an aversion to the object and to further attachment to it, such
attachment being itselfidentificatory.
The ego does indeed 'contain the history of [its] objectchoices' .97 However, although object-libidinal needs may be
fulfilled, and the relationship thereforeoutgrown, the abandonment ofan object-cathexis short of such fulfilment can only be a
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check to development, and not its furtherance. Where an
object-cathexis has been prematurely abandoned, it must be
resumed. This is comparable to what we said earlier , that
where an attachment-need has been repressed , it is important
to facilitate a renewed attachment. Nothing less than this can
solve the problem as it actually is.
This in turn suggests the entire legitimacy and validity of
what Masterson and Rinsley choose to call a 'chronic overdependence upon external objects' (1975: 164). If the borderlinea fortiori the psychotic - presents a massive object-hunger or
intense object-dependence, I would sugges t-on the basis of the
foregoing discussion - that this is an accurate reflection of his
intrapsychic state and level of development. An attachmentneed was repressed in early years and hence has persisted
unfulfilled. Under these circumstances, the intense n eed for
To interpret such needs
external objects is still phase-appropriate.
is merely to acknowledge their presence , and does nothing of
itself to meet them - since, by definition, attachment-needs can
only be fulfilled through the medium of an actual attachment
and not otherwise.
Masterson and Rinsley consider the 'persistence of the wish
for reunion' to be a 'de.fence aga inst ... abandonment depression' ( 1975: 170). This would seem to be a notable misinterpretation of the data . The desire for reunion is the reparative
attempt to restore attachment (a reunion with the object).
Reparation is certainly not defence. On the contrary, a reparative attachment marks the undoing or bypassing of the
defensive manoeuvre that originally disrupted attachment and
repressed the attachment-need. If the reparative attempt does
not take place, or does not succeed, the person in question may
experience 'abandonment depr ession' (an awareness that the
needful bond with the object has been missing). But the
reparative attempt is cure, not defence. And the 'reality of
separation' is itself the problem that requires resolution, precisely through the reinsta tement of an object-attachment.
Acquiescenc e in the reality of separation can only imply acquiescence in the persistence of the problem. It is not that the
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'pathological ego denies the reality of separation'. It is the
acknowledgement of separation (repression of the attachmentneed) that itselflogically leads to the entirely realistic desire for
reunion (the much-needed reinstatement ofattachment).
In his discussion of inst incts, Freud suggested that '.need' is a
better term for an instinctual stimulus;9 8 and he stated that
'what does away with a need is satisfaction'. 99 Unfortunately,
he speaks of this satisfaction in highly ambivalent terms.
Satisfaction \:an only be obtained by removing the state of
stimulation at the source of the instinct'. 100 We would prefer to
state, unambiguously, that satisfaction depends on the fulfilment of the given need, which in turn alters or removes the
stimulus impelling towards satisfaction. Freud's own formulations are open to the interpretation that mere tampering with
the signals given by stimuli would be adequate, even in the
absence of the actual satisfaction of the instinctual need. If such
an interpretation seems whimsical or unlikely, I wish to point
out that this error occurs whenever attachment-needs are left
ungratified. Only the actual satisfaction of the given need through the medium of a renewed attachment- is adequate to
the resolution of the problem. The analytic data that we have
discussed - above all, Bowlby's paradigm - suggest that gratification - corrective emotional experience and the satisfaction
of transference needs - is a valid and important part of the
therapeutic endeavour. It should therefore receive due recognition as such.

2
Transference

Freud drew a distinction between the transference neuroses
and the narcissistic- or non-transference - neuroses, 1 the latter
covering such psychopathology as the functional psychoses.
The supposed near-objectlessness of psychotics has been
steadily questioned since Freud, and evidence has accumu lated
that transferences do ar ise even here. (Fromm -Reichmann
1939; Federn 1953; Sechehaye 1956; Rosenfeld 1969; Arlow
1971). Absence of transference was classically linked with
non-analysability.
While therapeutic pessimism persists
(Kernberg 1969; Kohut 1971; Arieti 1974), many have been
prepared to use modified techniques for more serious cases of
pathology (Federn 1953; Zetzel 1956; Balint 1960; Little 1966;
Blanck and Blanck 1974; Lidz 1975). Indeed, it has been stated
that classical analytic technique should be reserved for the
neuroses alone (Blanck and Blanck 1974). The potential for
transference and the potential for analysability are important
sets of data, and I would argue that they have been insufficiently
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correlated with each other. In the functional psychoses and
borderline states, it is the nature of the transference that mustlogically - suggest the nature of the technique used, and not
vice versa. If the classical directives for technique do not do
justice to new data, the technique must be modified - not the
significance of the data ignored or reduced until it fits the
original model.
The meaning of 'transference neuroses' has changed since
Freud's original formulation. Since transferences appear within a wide range of psychopathology, many disorders could be
referred to as 'transference neuroses ' (disorders in which transferences may appear). But not all transference disorders are
neurosesin the contemporary use of the word. For Freud, the
neuroses and the transference disorders coincided, and he used
one term for both. We must bear in mind that the latter
category has been vastly extended, and must make clear which
sense we mean - or do not mean - when we echo Freud's
language. For Freud, the contrast lay between the transference
disorders and the psychoses. We may contrast the neuroses and
the psychoses, but see transferences in both. Both are transference disorders ('transference neuroses' in Freud's original
sense). Thus, too, we may speak of transference psychoses,
which for Freud would have been a mere contradiction in
terms.
In addition, 'transference neurosis' has generally been interpreted to mean transference as neurosis, transference as pathology (whether neurotic or some more serious disorder). Here I
wish to add my own comment that, although transference is to
be found in many mental disorders, it is not necessarily to be
equated with pathology in itself. Transference may well involve
the replication of early conflict, but - equally - we have seen
that it may mark the reinstatement of a repressed attachmentneed, i.e. a legitimate developmental need, not pathology.
Where an attachment-need is involved, we have stated that
interpretation is insufficient: only a restored attachment can
deal with the problem on its own terms. Unfortunately, since
Eissler's paper on technique , originally presented in 1953, any
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modification of technique has been regarded as a 'parameter' 'the deviation, both quan titative and qualitative, from the basic
model technique, that is to say, from a technique which requires interpretation as the exclusive tool' ( 1980: 382). The
importance and centrality of interpretation is emphasized as
'the baseline of psychoanalytic technique ' ( 1980: 399). And this
emphasis is reinforced by Eissler's insistence that 'a parameter
is to be used only when it finally leads to its self-elim ination;
that is to say, the final phase of the treatment must always
proceed with a parameter of zero' ( 1980: 383). However, we
have already indicated that in terpretation does not and cannot
ofitselffulfil an unmet developmental need for attachment. The
classical model for technique does not fit the further analytic
data provided by Bowlby's paradigm, and it must therefore be
regarded as a limited model, not the sole norm for ana lytic
technique. It is therefore highly unsatisfactory to speak of
different techniques as 'parameters' and 'deviations' when - by
the very nature of the psychopathology - they must constitute
the main part of the therapy and are directly relevant to the
most central focus of concern.
Freud's therapeutic goal of making the unconscious
conscious 2 is a valid goal but may not be the sole focus of the
therapeutic endeavour. It is, by definition, important where
lack of conscious awareness constitu tes a major part of the
problem. Where the essential problem is different, the therapeutic goal must likewise be modified. In addition, it is important to note that 'making the unconscious conscious ' is not in
fact equivalent to Freud's dictum 'where id was, there ego shall
be ' .3 The two are often treated as identical , but this is to
misunderstand the way in which the ego is formed. Making the
unconscious conscious may enhance the cognitive functioning
of the ego, but it does not ofitself contribute to the structuralization of the ego. The formation of the ego as such - as distinct
from certain · autonomous ego-functions - takes place as idneeds are fulfilled through object-cathexes. Object-libidina l
fulfilment is the medium of intrapsychic structuralization.
Object-ca thexes providing the fulfilment of attachment-needs
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are thus essential to the goal 'where id was, there ego shall
be'.
With Fairbairn ( 1952) I see libido as intrinsicall y objectseeking. With Bowlby (1969, 1973), I insist on the importance
of attachment-needs, and consid er the consequences of their
repression. When an attachment -need has been repressed, we
must seek to restore an id-object link, not an id-ego link. The
id-object link is essential, though this in turn leads to the further
structuralization of the ego. (Thus, one may speak of an
indirect id-ego link, via the object; a triadic, not a dyadic, link.)
In this connection, it is interesting to note Kohut's comments
on the transference as originally bearing an intrapsychic rather
than interpersonal connotation. He says that 'transference in
the narrower sense ... is not an interpersonal phenomenon but
is basically the expression of an intrapsychic conflict' ,4 viz. a
conflict between the ego and the id, not the ego and the outer
world. In our discussion of repression we have already indicated that the ego represses the id-impulse in order to protect it
from an unsatisfactory object (the outer world). The conflict is
interpersonal - its consequ ences are endopsychic. But the latt er
has no meaning apart from the former, and so one cannot
logically speak of a 'narrower sense' of transference. Transference does involve 'the influence of the primary process on the
secondary process' 5, as Freud himselfnoted, 6 but this is not the
total phenomenon of transference, only a certain aspect of it.
Here, as previously , one must insist on the importance of the
id-object link, rather than the id-ego link. However, the full
interpersonal dimension of the transference still ha s not been
realized. In practice, the phenomenon is treated as merely
endopsyc hic when attachment-needs are not fulfilled. Interpretation and the attainment of insight do not by themselves
do justice to the interpersonal dimen sion of intrapsychic
needs.
It is of valu e to make clear the dynamic meaning of significant displacements from the past in the present - but it is vital
to follow through by taking such meaning seriously. An unfulfilled attac hm ent-need must be fulfilled, not merely interpreted
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(since when ha s diagnosis by itself been tantamount to cure ?)
There is no reason why such a transference should be 'dissolved' by interpretation (Fenichel 1941; Kohut 1978). A
correct interpretation may well make true connections , but this
will merely illustrate the nature of the need. A need does not
disappear merely by pointing out the fact of its existence. The
relation between past and present is of crucial importanc e here.
The rationale for elim inating the transference by interpretation
has been stated thus: 'Whe n the ego recognizes and sorts out
the confusion between past and present, transference dissolves'
(Blanck and Blanck 1974: 136). The logic of this stateme nt is
fair, ,but its basic datum is incorrect. The transference does not
only or necessarily involve a confusionbetween past and present.
If early needs have persisted unmet into ad ult years, they
rem ain genuinely contemporary needs - current needs, even if
archaic in nature. The reinstatement of early needs does not
impl y any kind of confusion-it merely marks the resumption of
the developmental timetable, from the point at which it was left
off. To resume the fulfilment of developmental needs is not a
'misunderstanding of the pres ent in terms of the past' (Fenichel
1941: 67). It is based on the clear understanding that thes e
needs were not met in the past, and that they may be met in the
present. A transfer from past to present - or reinstatement of
the past in the present - does not necessarily imply distortions
in the perceptions ofreality (Langs 1978). It is a displacement ,
but it is not on that account 'relatively inappropriate' (Langs
1978: 151). A greater or lesser degree of distortion may at times
be present, but this is not a necessary feature of th e transference. To reinstate the fulfilment of unmet developmental needs
is highly therapeutic. It is belated, rather than distorted,
though distortion may be involved in the reanimation of early
conflicts.
It is true that the patient can 'work throug h unrealistic
transference relations with the analyst' (G un trip 1961: 415). In
addition, we would insist that he can work through and fulfil
realistic transference relations with the analyst, viz. to fulfil
legitimate developmental needs through the medium of a
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renewed attachment. The contrast drawn between responses as
'appropriate (realistic) or inappropriate (based more upon the
past and therefore, transference)' (Langs 1978: 165) marks a
false dichotomy. Transference responses may be entirely
appropriate and realistic if they involve the remobilization of
unfulfilled developmental needs. It is not merely repressed
fantasy (Curtis 1980; Langs 1978) that may be projected onto
objects in current reality, but actual attachment-needs. In such
an instance, interpretation may not be equated with handling
the transference by rational means (Kepecs 1966), but is a
highly irrational manoeuvre. Only a restored attachment can
meet an attachment-need; interpretation can at most increase
awareness of the (unmet) need. ·
Langs ( 1978) regards gratifications of the transference as
irrational, in that they undermine conflict resolution. Such a
statement misunderstands the two kinds of therapeutic goal at
issue. Conflict resolution is important, but it does not stand
alone. The repression of an attachment-need prevents the·
fulfilment of that need. But the undoing ofrepression is merely
a first step to the larger goal of restoring attachment. If the
attachment-need is not actually met, then the therapist's unwillingness to meet the need becomes as much an obstacle to
fulfilment as repression itself once was. An interpersonal barrier takes the place of an intrapsychic barrier, and may be
equally effective. The an·alytic 'rule of abstinence' is not merely
meaningless, but directly counter-therapeutic, where a repressed and unfulfilled attachment-need is the problem at
issue.
It may be noted in this connection that Kohut's admirable
work on the restoration of the self is marred by his endorsement
of the rule of abstinence. He speaks of the need to make
childhood wishes conscious, but to keep them frustrated and
unsatisfied. 7 The possibility of evasion by renewed repression is
blocked, and therefore there is only one way left: 'increasing
integration into the mature and reality-adapted sectors and
segments of the psyche' 8 as 'the psyche is forced to create new
structures' .9 On the basis of our preceding discussion, this
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seems illogical. The only way left is for the unmet need to persist
unmet, albeit in a state of increased awareness. New structures
only develop through the fulfilment of object-libidinal needs. If
such fulfilment is blocked, structuralization cannot take placeor may happen to do so in practice only if the analysand gets
more out of the relationship than the analyst intends to give!
Kohut speaks of the analytic process as keeping 'the infantile
need activated while simultaneously cutting off all roads except
the one towards maturation and realistic employment'. 10 Unfortunately, by his own account, he has deliberately cut off the
essential road to maturation, if he is unwilling to provide
gratification for unfulfilled attachment-needs. Repression was
significant only as a hindrance to the fulfilment of attachmentneeds. The undoing of repression is significant on!J as a preliminary to the fulfilment of attachment-needs.
Kohut distinguishes structural transferences from narcissistic or selfobject transferences. Transference proper (as he
regards the structural transference ) involves three characteristics: a repressed infantile drive, repetition, and confusion of
the old and the new object. 11 All three characteristics are to be
found in the neuroses , but narcissistic personality disorders
manifest only the two latter. 12 I have already indicated some
criticism of how these latter concepts (repetition, confusion) are
to be understood. Here I wish to add that the remaining
characteristic is most certainly to be found in narcissistic
disorders as well. Indeed, it is the most central feature of the
whole area of borderline and psychotic disorders, as argued in
detail in Psychogenesis(Moberly 1983) . The drive for attachment
is repressed in order to shield it from the object that is experienced as hurtful. The normal need for attachment therefore
remains unfulfilled, and therebythe structuralization of the ego is
checked,since this structuralization is dependent on the objectlibidinal fulfilment of id-needs.
In this way, we may modify the contrast drawn by Kohut
between the features of neurotic and narcissistic disorders. His
amplification of the classical model is most valuable. However,
the way in which he presents his data tends to unnecessary
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dichotomies, where I would wish to argue the case for a closer
integration of his concepts.
Narcis sistic disorders do pre suppose a repress ed driv e seeking fulfilment. This is not to reduce narcissism to the status of a
neurosis. The two are quali tativel y different , but th e nature of
the contrast must be carefully expressed . In both instances , not
just the one, a repressed drive is seeking satisfaction (or, bett er,
fulfilment). But in the borderlin e spectrum of patholo gy, it is
entirely correct to link thi s with a 'n arcis sistic ego seeking
reassurance' . 13 Kohut 's affirmation is to be linked with, not
separated from, the concept of drive-satisfaction. Id-needs are
involved in both instances - indeed, in nar cissisti c patholo gy
more fundamentally so- since it is through the obj ect-libidin al
fulfilment of id-need s that the ego is built up. Convers ely
ego-weakness or a nar cissistic mode of ego-functi oning impl y a
block in id-fulfilment. Kohu t states that classical th eory is
limited by its focus on structural conflict and structural
neuroses. 14 I would state that classical theory and Kohut 's
work alike are limited by an in ade qu ate und erstan din g of the
relation between drive-fulfilment and the structuralization of
the ego. The two are to be linked , not contr aste d.
We may agree with Kohut's distinction between inta ct
structures (in the n eurose s) and defective stru ctur es (in th e
narcissistic disorders) . 15However , drive aims and unr esolved
conflict are involved as much and more in the latter as in the
former. It is the repression of th e attachment-need that block s
the structuralization of the ego. On this account, it is misleading to contrast 'fear of the drive ' with 'th e br eakup of th e self' . 16
Disintegration anxiety stems directl y from the fact that the
id -need was repressed and ther efore remained unfulfilled . The
'needs of a defective self' 17are drive-wishes. Likewise, we ma y
not contrast conflict solution with the establishment of selfcohesion.18 Repr ession is to be resolved in order to restore
attachment and therebyto r esume the process of the stru ct uralization of the ego, with all that this impli es for the sense of
self-esteem and per sonal identity. With K ohut , we may ask
how psychoanalysis has be en abl e to use a drive-defence model
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without a psychology of the self. 19 But there is no n eed to
contrast a m ental-apparatu s psychology with a selfpsycholo gy.20 Th e psychology of the self merely expa nds the
impli ca tion s of the dri ve-defence-s tructural model, and we
must in sist that it remains intimately linked with it.
Drives ar e not mere 'di sinte grati on product s', 21and conflicts
regarding drive aims are not 'seco n dary in na rci ssistic personality disorders ' .22 The repres sed and unfulfill ed driv e for
attachment is of primary significance, precisely for its effect on
the normal proces s of in trap sychic s tru cturalization. It is outsta ndingl y the nar cissist ic di sorders that involve ' un conscious
object-directed strivings, and .. . defenses against them' 23 (or
rath er, defences of them, by protective repr ession ) . Kohu t's
statement is not in fact specific for the neuroses. In addition, we
wo uld qualif y what he says h ere by a reminder that interpretation alone is irrel evant to the satisfact ion of object-directed
strivings, and it does not by itself lead to the expansio n of the
24
r ealm of th e ego, except cognitiv ely. Only object-libidinal
fulfilment can satisfy such str ivings an d thereby further structuralize the incompl ete an d defective ego.
Incid ent ally, it may be noted that Psychogen
esis an d my use of
Bowlby 's par adigm suggest that repression is - as Fr eud
originall y suggested 25- an early defence. It is common to speak
of it as a lat er and more soph isticated defence (Feni chel 1945;
Kernberg 1976). The present discussion suggests that it is a
primary form of defen ce, and is cruci ally significant for narci ssist ic, borderline , and psychoti c pathology. Repress ion does not
have to presuppos e the differentiation of the mental appara tus
into ego and id. The da ta of Psychogenesisclearly impl y that the
repres sive function exist s very early, prior to th e stru cturaliz ation of the ego as a whole. And the rep ression of an attac hm entneed - retaining it as an unfulfilled id-content - thereby
pr eve nts further structuralization of the ego, until suc h time as
the id-object link is resumed.
We may also concl ud e that th e kind of con tr ast dr awn
between the respective approaches of H einz Kohut and Otto
K ern berg is aga in somet hi ng of a false dichotomy. PaceKohut ,
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narcissistic defects do presuppose conflict and lack of drive
fulfilment. Pace Kern berg, the defence of what is being warded
off is significant for the resultant developmental defects in
ego-structuralization. Pace both Kohut and Kernberg , the
therapeutic goal must - by the very nature of the problem involve actual object-libidinal fulfilment.
Narcissistic disorders involve conflict as much and more
than the neuroses. Narcissistic disorders also involve transference as much and more than the neuroses. Freud's original
distinction between the transference-neuroses and the narcissistic, non-transference neuroses has been rehabilitated in the
current distinction between transference on the one hand and
pre-transference phenomena (variously designated) on the
other hand (Kohut 1971; Blanck and Blanck 1979; Stolorow
and Lachmann 1980). The capacity for transference is seen as a
developmental achievement (Blanck and Blanck 1974, 1979;
Stolorow and Lachmann 1980), dependent on the attainment
of self and object constancy. When the object-representation is
undifferentiated from the self-representation, there is less
capacity for transference (Blanck and Blanck 1974). It is the
separation of self and object images that makes transference
possible (Blanck and Blanck 1979). Stolorow and Lachmann
( 1980) propose a distinction between the precursors or prestages of transference and its classical form. I would suggest that
the classical form may be contrasted with more archaic forms
without in any sense regarding the latter as less truly transferences. They are not the precursors of transference, merely
earlier forms of (genuine) transference . It is true that 'before
... separation-individuation . . . there can be only merged self
and object representations ' (Blanck and Blanck 1977: 39).
However, this fact does not justify the conclusion that the capacity for transference is absent. It merely determines the
nature of the transference, which in its earlier forms is necessarily
a selfobject transference, in contrast to the later forms of wholeobject transference. But both are equally transference.
Transference occurs when 'preconscious attitudes toward
the analyst become the carriers of repressed , infantile, object-
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directed wishes '. This kind of definition of transferenc e is
entirely adequate to cover our concept of the reinstatement of
early developme ntal needs. Transf ere nce implies 'what is
transferred', and no aspect of what is transferred from an earlier
to a later relationship may logically be excluded from the
concept of transference . Kohut suggests that 'all transferences
are repetitions, not all repetitions are transferences '. 27 He bases
this conclusion on the hypo thesized absence of a repressed
drive in narcissism. I have already proposed tha t a repressed
drive is in fact a central feature of such disorders. There is also a
more general criticism of the restriction of the term 'transference'. Transferences are, as Kohut himself suggests, 'defined
by preanalytically established internal factors in the analysand's personality structure'. 28 The character of these internal
factors will indeed determine the na ture of the transference, for
the tra nsference makes manifest the level of developmental
progress - the level of intrapsychic structuralization and the
correlative capacity and need for objects. But at every level and
in every instance we see 'w hat is transferred', i.e. transf erence.
The analyst may function as a 'screen for the projection of
internal structure' 29 to whateverdegreeinternalstructureis or is not
present. Internal structure may be relatively mature and intact,
or it may be defective or missing in greater or lesser degree. The
projection of a lack of intern al structure is as transferential as is
the projection of an intact structure. And, where intrapsychic
structure is incomplete , the tra nsference must of necessity be a
selfobject transference , where the analyst 'is substituting for ...
psychic structure'. 30 Where there are 'st ruc tura l defects in the
self', 'selfobjec t transferences . .. establish themse lves on the
basis of these defects'. 31
In narcissistic disorders the analyst functions as 'an archaic
prestructural object'. 32 He is needed in order to replac e the
functions of a segment of the mental apparatus which had not
been established in childhood. 33 The patien t is 'yearning to find
a substitute for the missin g (or insufficiently developed)
psychic structure ... seeking with ad dictio nlike int ensity ... to
establish a relationship to people who serve as stand-ins for the
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omnipotent idealised selfobject, i.e. to the archaic precursor of
the missing inner structure'. 34 This is not the transference of the
neurotic but it is the transference stemming from, and making
manifest, an earlier developmental level. Or, in Kohut's words,
it is 'the direct continuation of an early reality ... [not]
transformed into solid psychological structures'. 35 The function assigned to the analyst is of necessity exactly correlative
with the degree of intrapsychic structuralization and objectneed in the analysand.
Kohut describes the addictionlike intensity or hunger of the
narcissistic personality as 'not due to a craving activated by the
drives involved, but by the intense need to fill a structural
defect' .36 This is a false antithesis. This hunger is the craving of
drives - drives seeking object-libidinal fulfilment, through
which intrapsychic structuralization takes place. It is the satisfaction of these drives that will meet the need to fill a structural
defect. The analyst is 'experienced within the framework of an
archaic interpersonal relationship ' ,37 and it is precisely as such
38
that he serves as a substitute for psychological structure, since
this is the function of the object at early stages of development.
When the normal developmental timetable has been interrupted, this phase-appropriate need for a selfobject persists into
adult years. Thus, to speak of a 'chronic over-dependence upon
external objects' (Masterson and Rinsley 1975:164) in the
adult is an unsuitably emotive statement, with pejorative
connotations. There is a·great need for external objects , but this
is an accurate reflection of the lack of developmental fulfilment.
When a need has persisted unmet into adult years, this only
implies an interruption in the developmental timetable. It do:s
not - as often assumed - imply that the need as such 1s
inappropriate. On the contrary , the need is still - as it ever was
- normal and valid and phase-appropriate (the latter term
must refer primarily to the actual state of developmental
fulfilment, whether or not such fulfilment may be correlated
with chronology).
We may, with Kohut, distinguish selfobjects and whole
objects, but would not insist that only the latter are true
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objects. 39 The ter m 'whole object' says all tha t needs to be said,
without the emotive overtones of 'true object'. The selfobject
may not be an independent, separate object, but he or she is a
true object for a p ar ticula r level of developm enta l progress.
Indeed, no other object than a selfobject can be true to, fit with ,
take up the needs of, the earlier stages of development prior to
the attainment of intrapsychic structuralization. However,
where the analyst is a selfobjec t for his patient, it is not right to
label this as an 'impersonal function'. 40 It is the person al
function appropr iate to early developmental needs. The
analyst as selfobject has as persona l a function as any parent of
a small child has a perso nal function qua pa rent.
Similarly, it marks an unfortu nate choice of lang u age tha t
the transference has often been con trasted with a 'rea l relationship' (Langs 1978: 146; Blanck and Blanck 1979: 99, 101).
The reinstatement of early unme t needs in the transference is ~
on our argument - entirely realistic. Langs states tha t the
analyst should grat ify 'realistic needs', not 'primitive needs'
(1976: 252). Where in traps ychic structuralization is incomplete, these primi tive needs are realistic , and it can only be
highly unrealistic to igno re such needs or to insist that they do
not require fulfilmen t. (Is the problem incomple te structuralization or is it not?) Likewise, it is inadequate to state tha t 'the
therapist resembles the primary partner from the patient's
misperceptions only, because of need for object replication '
(Blanck and Blanck 1979: 135). If there is truly a need for object
replication , then it is not a question of misperceptio n. There is
genuinely a need for a primary partner, and it is realistic to
meet this need , if such is the na ture of the problem.
Blanck and Blanck ask: 'When is the analyst real, when is he
truly a transference figure, when is he experienced as ... part of
a selfobject unit fantasied to be a potent ial gratifier of unfulfilled need ?' ( 1979: 10 I). Our answer is that the ana lyst may be
all three at the same time. The contrasts drawn by the Blancks
are somewhat misleading. We may righ tly contrast transference-relationships with non-transference relationships, but
must note the areas of reality in the former as well as in the
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latter. We may rightly contrast archaic transferences with more
mature transferences, but must insist that in each instance the
phenomenon is truly a matter of transference, even if indicative
of a different level of development.
It is neither adequate nor accurate to speak of 'transferencelike structures', 41 or to write off the search for replication of
early experience with a primary object as 'pretransference'
(Blanck and Blanck 1979: 25). An archaic transference is involved here. We may agree that it is qualitatively different from
the kind of transference to be found in the neuroses. At the same
time, we would insist that there is no reason to make the
phenomena associated with the neuroses normative for the
whole range of psychopathology. Transference is not to be
defined by such characteristics as are specific for the neuroses
alone.
It is not 'transference-like phenomena', but actual transferences, that 'refer to subphase levels of undifferentiation of self
from object images' (Blanck and Blanck 1979: 101). The
Blancks ( 1979) call for a term other than transference to
describe the introduction of early unmet needs into present
relationships. I would instead call for a recognition of the
nature of archaic transferences, in which early developmen tal
needs are reinstated. 'Need replication ' and 'object replication '
(Blanck and Blanck 1979: 106) are vital and legitimate aspects
of archaic transferences. If the therapist is treated as 'a potential gratifier of ... the needs of early subphases of ego organization' (1979: 101), this role stems from the patient's lack of
intrapsychic structuralization and his correlative need for
structuralizing object-relationships. In such circumstanc es, an
archaic tie is needed to substitute for structure, and to provide
structure-forming experiences through the medium of a renewed attachment .
The concept of the object as a substitute for structure is
crucial to the whole spectrum of more serious psychopathology.
The therapist is required to function as part of a selfobject unit
to gratify need (Blanck and Blanck 1979). This role is necessary
·- and entirely realistic - precisely because of the nature of the
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problem , which is one of arrested and incomp lete intra psychic
structuralization.
Transferenc e is not to be defined with referen ce to insight
and the capacity for interpretation (Fe ni chel 1945; Blanck and
Blanck 1979). To do thi s is again to make the neuroses norma tive. One may, in any case, int erpret more archaic transfe rences and facilitate in sight if one so wishes. But this does
nothing of itself to dissolve the transfer ences in question, it
merely increases awareness of the needs involved. Two points
are of importance. One is that we shou ld recognize the continuit y of the phenomenon of transference across a wide
spectrum of disorders. Th e other is th at we should respect
qualitative differences in the type of transfe rences and modify
our · technique accordingly. At presen t, neither point is
accep ted. (Neurot ic) trans fere nc e is separ ated from pretransference phenomena (archa ic trans ferences ) . And the technique used for transference in neurosis is in essence made
normative for more serious disorders as well.
Kohut states that the goal of ps ychoa nalysis is not ju st
knowledge , making the unconscious conscious; but 'filling in
structural defects ... the restoration of the self'. 42 T his is an
admirable state ment , with which I would entirel y agree. Unfortunately , Kohut effectively disqualifies his own statement by
his insistence on maintainin g the rule of abstinence and ruling
out the gratification of narcissistic ne eds . Indulgence is regarded as 'a temporary tac tica l requirement ' .43 There ma y be
'transitorily . . . reluctant compliance with the childhood
wish ' ,44 but the 'true analytic aim is no t indulgence but mastery
based on ins ight, achieved in a sett in g of tolerable analytic
abstinence'. 45 Howe ver, the fulfilment ofunmet developmental
needs is not to be reduced to mere compliance with childhood
wishes. And th ere is no rea son why such compliance should be
transitory or reluc ta nt, if indeed such unme t needs are th e very
essence of the problem. Kohut in practice re tains the very
principle that he claims to have supe rseded, if the analyst is still
to interpret and not to gratify.
We may agree with Kohut that struct uraliza tion is the
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central point at issue. Where we disagree is as regards the
process by which structuralization is achieved. Kohu t links
structuralization - or 'transmuting internalisation' 46 - with
'optimal frustration' .47 It is losses that lead to the acquisition of
new psychic structures, and it is through separation that
internal _structure is gained (Goldberg 1978). I wish very
strongly to dispute this suggestion that internalization is enis that
hanced by object loss. 48 The argument of Psychogenesis
internalization takes place through the medium of an ongoing
attachment; that object loss checks the process of internalization; and that internalization may be resumed only through the
medium of a restored attachment. Mourning does not promote
internalization. It may internalize the final phase of the preceding object-relationship, but thereafter no ongoing internalization can take place, because there is no ongoing attachment to
the object. It is the fulfilment of object-libidinal needs that leads
to the structuralization of the ego, not their abrogation.
There is a certain ambiguity in the affirmation that 'psychological structures ... are built up in consequence of the gradual
49
decathexis of the narcissistically experienced archaic object'.
50
Decathexis does not lead to structure formation,
but is the
consequence
of structure formation. Conversely, the withdrawal
of cathexes prior to the completion of structuralization checks
the latter process, at whatever stage has been reached at the
time of decathexis. These statements are of crucial importance,
since they imply that psychoanalysis in general and Kohut in
particular have confused what checks internalization for what
promotes it! The object isto be relinquished, 51 but onlywhen the
ongoing need for attachment has been fulfilled. Relinquishment of the object prior to such fulfilment checks structuralization. It is the fulfilment of object-libidinal needs - not
deprivation 52 that turns the object into an introject. We agree
with Kohut that the goal is 't he acquisition of permanent
psychological structures, which continue endopsychically the
functions that had previously been fulfilled by the idealized
object'. 53 But we most emphatically disagree that 'structure
formation is always due to a loss of the prestructural
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selfobject'. 54 Loss can only check structuralization. It is an
ongoing attachment to the prestru ctural selfobject- a continuing cathexis, not a decathexis - that promotes internalization .
Kohut regar9s a narcissistic defect as the 'result of a chronic
lack of structure-forming experiences of optimal frustration
during the pre-oedipal period'. 55 We would ascribe such a
defect precisely to frustration, loss, decath exis, the repression of
an attachment-need. Kohut states that 'if the optimal transmuting internalisation of the idealised selfobject is interfered
with , then the idealised object is retained as an archaic prestructural object'. 56 Less ambiguously, it is not the archaic
object that is retain ed, but the needfor such an object - a need
that still requires to be fulfilled if internalization is to be
resumed, maintained, and completed. Incomplete structure is
exactly correlative with the persisting need for the cathexis of a
selfobject. Merely to acknowledge such a need, while frustra ting its direct satisfaction, does not leave open the path to
maturity, 57 but very effectively blo cks it . 'Further psychic
development through structure bui lding' 58 can only take place
through object-libid ina l fulfilment. If unmet developmental
needs are at issue, they must be met (fulfilled, gratified), not
merely acknowl edged or interpret ed . Or , as we stated previously, when an attachment-need is repressed, the problem
lies in the attachment-need remaining unfulfilled. The undoing
of repression is not a goal in itself, but merely a step towards the
overall goal of resuming the actual fulfilment of attachmentneeds .
An ongoing attachment to the selfobject is the medium of
intrapsychic structurali zati on. It is not only the conclusions of
Psychogenesis
, but Kohut's own data, that supp ort this proposition. The very function of the selfobject , as described by Kohut,
implies this . Selfobjects function 'in the service of the self' or as
'part of the self'. 59 They serve as a 'su bstitute ' for missing
psychological structure. 60 It is because structuralization was
checked that there persists an 'in tense need to fill a structura l
defect ', marked by an 'addictionlike in tens ity of ... hunger' 61
for a selfobject. A 'milie u of empath ic selfo~jects is ... [the]
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self' .62 The selfobject is ' the child's psychological structure' 63
and the preceding references from Kohut suggest that the
selfobject is equally the psychological structure of the dev elopmentally affronted adult. Kohut's own data-if taken seriously,
as they stand - suggest the importance of the need for the
selfobject. When an attachment to the selfobject is reinstated,
the incomplete self begins to receive the support it needs.
'Union with the ... selfobject' leads to 'narcissistic peace' and
'a clinical picture of improved functioning' .64 Likewise,
'narcissistic equilibrium depends on the analysand's narcissistic relationship to an archaic, narcissistically experienced,
prestructural selfobject ' .65 Conversely, the unavailabilit y of a
selfobject tie has adverse consequences for the incompletely
structuralized self. Loss or absence of the selfobject results in or, better, makes apparent - the fragmentation of the self.66
Such loss is a 'threat to [the] experience of the continuity of
[the] self', 67 since the selfobject substitutes for the structure
that has not yet been attained. It was decathex is of the selfob ject (repression of the attachment-need) that originally checked
the process of structuralization , and caused the need for the
selfobject to persist unmet into adult years. If, when a selfobject
transference arises, the therapeutic goal is seen as decathexis of
the selfobject, this can only result in the reinstatement of the
original problem! A renewed attachment to a selfobject marks
the inaugurationof the solution, the beginningof the resumption of
the developmental process - but this process must be carried
through and not checked yet again. It is not infantile fantasy,
but a genuine and unmet developmental need, that is at issue.
Decathexis prior to the fulfilment of attachment-needs must
therefore be regarded as illogical and countertherapeutic, in
view of the nature of the problem. It is the fulfilment of attachment-needs that will in due course resultin the decathexis of the
selfobject. 'Transmuting internalisation' takes place throughthe
mediumof a selfobject transference.
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Kohut presents a detailed discussion of narcissis tic transferences or - as he later denotes them - selfobject transfe re nces .
The 'idea lized parent imago' may be remobilized in an 'idealizing transference'. And the 'gran diose self' ma y be remobilized
in a 'mirror transference '.' Both are forms ofselfobject transfer ence, which may be further classified into three types according
to developmenta l considerations. 2 In all three, the ana lyst is 'a
figure ... of object-cons tancy in the narc issistic realm ...
however primitive the object may be; and with the aid of this
more or less stab le narcissistically invested object, the transference contributes ... to the maintenance of the cohesiveness of
the self'. 3 I wish to emphasize here that Kohut's statement is to
be taken quite literally. It is the transference that helps to
maintain the cohesiveness of th e self. Or - in other words - it is
the renewed attachment to the selfobje ct that further promotes
the structuralization of the inc omp lete ego, through the belated
fulfilment of essential object -libidinal n eed s.
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I would take seriously the search for replicating early experience as the valid and vital attempt to reinstate the fulfilment of
early needs. These needs were not fulfilled according to the
normal developmental timetable, and hence have persisted
unmet and still require to be met. Kohut speaks of narcissistic
4
transferences as the activation of a developmental stage. They
are based on
'therapeutic regression to precisely that point where the
normal development of the psychic structures of the self was
interrupted .... The analytic situation ... brings about a
reactivation of that developmental point in time at which the
basic disorder began. Thus, the interrupted psychological
growth process is given the opportunity to continue beyond
the point of its arrest' .5
The narcissistic or selfobject transference is therefore itself the
'driving force toward developmental progress of the damaged
self' .6 I accept these affirmations of Kohut as they stand,
without the further qualifications he himself provides, which to
my mind effectively disqualify these statements. The two main
points made here are: (a) The selfobject transference marks the
reactivation of an early developmental stage. I would add that
this reactivation does not imply intensification or distortion.
(b) This transference will promote further growth and structuralization. I would add that this requires the recognition that the
renewed attachment to the selfobject is itself the medium for
further structuralization. The transference is to be maintained,
in order that object-libidinal needs may be fulfilled.
As regards the first point, Kohut speaks of 'the (albeit
distorted) activation in reverse of certain archaic normal stages
of earliest mental development'. 7 He states that in the transference there is not a normal but an intensified and distorted wish
or ne~d. 8 These suggestions of intensification and distortion do
not seem to be justified on the evidence that Kohut himself
presents. What his evidence undoubtedly presents is the intensiry of the given need. But intensity does not necessarily imply
intensification,i.e. an increasein intensity. What I wish to suggest
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is that this intensity of need is normal for early or arrested
stages of development. Where intrapsychic structuralization is
still only inchoate, an attachment to a selfobject - an external
substitute for structure - is essential for psychological survival.
A 'milieu of empathic selfobjects is [the] self' .9 Intensity ofneed
for a selfobject is therefore the accurate and normal correlate of
incomplete self-structuralization. There is no evidence for regressive alteration here. 10 Nor does the admixture of aggressive
elements 11 in the transference imply distortion. It may be
adequately explained by recalling that the attachment-need normal in itself - was repressed by a defensive manoeuvre
vis-a-visthe hurtful object. However, the hostility or admixture
of aggressiveness involved in defence in no way impugns the
legitimacy of the attachment-need. The two points are separate
issues - a defensive manoeuvre, and the need that is defended.
Kohut speaks of an intensified and distorted need, which
cannot be tolerated and is therefore repressed or disavowed and
split off.12 By contrast , I would speak of the repression of a
normal attachment-need, which results in this - the child's
naturally intense need for a selfobject - remaining unmet.
Structuralization thereby remains incomplete, and cannot continue until a structuralizing attachment to a selfobject has been
reinstated.
Intensity of early developmental needs is normal. I would
likewise wish to reinterpret Kohut's use of the terms 'grandiose'
and 'idealising'. It is not a 'grandiose self' but a very needy
(and incomplete) self that is at issue. It is not grandiosity, but a
realistic awareness of developmental incompletion, that results
in an insatiable hunger 13 for the love of a selfobject. Kohut
states that the therapist must confront 'grandiose fantasies with
a realistic conception of the self' leading to the realization that
life offers only limited possibilities for the gratification of
narcissism. 14 It is entirely realistic to be aware of the great
needs of the incomplete self (needs for a structuralizing objectlibidinal attachment). Life may offer only limited gratification of adult pride and ambition, but we are speaking here
of legitimate pre-adult developmental needs, which are -
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normally - gratified during the course of the developmental
process. Again, Kohut states that the 'unresponded-to self has
not been able to transform its archaic grandiosity and its
archaic wish to merge with an omnipotent selfobject into
reliable self-esteem'. 15 It is not the wish for merger, but the need
for a selfobject, that is at issue; and such a need can only be met
through an actual attachment to a selfobject. In the absence of
this, the inchoateself must perforce remain incomplete and
needy. Moreover, the goal is not the building of self-esteem, but
the actual structuralization of the ego. Self-esteem is merely a
an independent
consequence of this structuralization and n«;:>t
goal.
The 'idealising' of the selfobject seems likewise to be no more
than a realistic awareness of the great need for the selfobject at
the given developmental stage . Kohut speaks of the need to
withdraw idealizing cathexes (see in a more realistic light) and
employ them in the formation of psychic structure. 16 However,
it was the withdrawal of cathexes (repression of the attach- ·
ment-need) that resulted in the persistence of the great need for
a selfobject. It is not the 'lack of opportunity to discover ...
realistic shortcomings', 17 but the absence of attachment, that
results in 'continuing idealisation' 18 - the continuing need for
an idealized selfobject. And recathexis, not decathexis, 19 is the
means for further structure formation. The idealized parent
imago is 'unaltered' 20 because the need it represents - for an
ongoing selfobject attachment- has not yet been fulfilled. This
need is not a fantasy to be modified, 21 but a developmental need
to be fulfilled. Contlnued yearning 22 implies that the need has
not yet been met, and stil-1requires to be met.
Incomplete structuralization implies that archaic needs persist into adult life. Kohut speaks of fixation 'on archaic grandiose self configurations and/or on archaic, overestimated,
narcissistically cathected objects', 23 and further states that
these hinder adult activities by the 'intrusion of the archaic
structures' .24 But these archaic structures are the self in the
developmentally affronted adult - the self which is incomplete
and therefore still requires selfobjects. Adult activities are
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hindered by the fact of developmental incompletion, by the fact
that the person is not yet - in this respect - adult. The
therapeutic goal is not to integrate repressed narcissistic structures 'into_the realistic segments of the total personality'. 25 The
narcissistic structures are in any case entirely realistic to the
limited stage of development that has actually been reached (it
is not objective to equate 'realistic' with 'mature'). The
therapeutic goal must be to undo repression and fulfil narcissistic object-libidinal needs, thereby promoting further
structuralization.
The central anxiety in narcissism is seen as the 'fear of the
dedifferentiating intrusion of the narcissistic structures and
their energies into the ego'. 26 This statement ofKohut's tends
to beg the question. In narcissism, the ego - apart from its
autonomous functions - essentiallyconsists of these narcissistic
structures, precisely because structuralization is incomplete.
Dedifferentiation is a correlate of incomplete structuralization
in that the inchoate ego still to a greater or lesser degre;
requires a selfobject. It is hardly surprising that the 'grandiose
self' is 'retained in its unaltered form and strives for the
fulfilment of its archaic aims'. 27 These archaic aims are phaseappropriate for the developmental stage in question. 28 They are
normal and legitimate developmental needs, and it is only their
fulfilment - not their mere expression 29 - that can transmute
and alter the grandiose self, i.e. increase structuralization and
further the developmental process. This structuralization has
not yet taken place, and so it is somewhat misleading to speak of
integrating the grandiose self in to the 'adult personality' 30 or
into the 'structure of the reality ego' ,31 since the latter do not yet
exist. Their very existence depends on the structuralization
that has yet to take place. Prior to such structuralization, what
we find are essentially the autonomous ego-functions and the
narcissistic structures of the inchoate ego.
I tis not adequate to state thatlack of self-esteem is due to the
fact that 'a great deal of the narcissistic libido has remained
concentrated upon the submerged archaic structure'. 32 Lack of
self-esteem is simply a corollary of incomplete intrapsychic
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development, i.e. there is litt le self to be esteemed, and hence a
selfobject is required for narcissistic homeostasis. In addition, it
is not the concentration of narcissistic libido, but the lack of
fulfilment of selfobject attachment -needs, that is involved in
narcissistic disorders. Th us, 'transformations in the narcissistic
realm' cannot depend on the 'gradual acceptance of the deep
narcissistic demands by the reality ego'. 33 It is thefulfilment of
narcissistic demands - by the seljobject- that results in the
increased structuralization of the ego.
The remobilization of the grandiose self may take place in
any one of the three forms of mirror transference: the merger
transference, the twinship or alter-ego transference, and the
mirror transference proper. 34 These distinct types of transference reflect the somewhat different demands made by the
grandiose self upon the selfobject. They are to be classified
according to developmental
or genetic-dynamic
considerations. 35 The specific type is determined by the pathognomonic fixation point. 36 In the mirror transference proper ,
the analyst is regarded as a separate person. 37 Kohut regards
the pure mirror transference as closer to a developmental phase
than the merger or twinship, and yet not even the former is
38
considered a direct replica of a normal developmental phase.
I have already stated that I do not believe that Kohut offers
adequate evidence ofintensification or distortion. In addition, I
would not wish to contrast the mirror transferences and idealizing transferences quite as sharply as Kohut does. He insists that
the structure mobilized in each type of transference is 'quite
dissimilar', 39 though even here he qualifies this by allowing that
40
differentiation is often difficult, since both are narcissistic.
However, if the need for a selfobject is a function of incom41
plete sfructuralization (as Kohut himself asserts ), it seems a
mere difference of emphasis in the form of the transference. In
the mirror transferences, the emphasis rests more on the incomplete ego (which requires merger, etc). In the idealizing
transferences, the emphasis rests on the needed selfobject (as
required by the incomplete ego). But the two are entirely
complementary. I would therefore agree with Kohut that the.
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merger transference is an 'experience of the grandiose self' or, better, an experience of the needof the grandiose self- but I
would not deny that such merger is sought with the idealized
object. 43
Kohut does in fact concede that 'the creation of the idealized
selfobject and of the grandiose self are two facets of the same
developmental phase . . . they occur simultaneously' .44 I
accept this complementarity, since it seems to be the corollary
ofKohut's data as a whole.
When selfobject transferences arise, Kohut - illogically insists on the nongratification of the needs involved. 45 The
therapist is to acknowledge that their childhood precursors
were appropriate - that these were more or less normal childhood needs 46 - but he is to prevent the satisfaction of these
childhood wishes on an infantile level. 47 This policy of analytic
abstinence and 'optimal frustration' seems utterly illogical for
the type of problem under consideration. If-as we have argued
- legitimate developmental needs are involved, acknowledgement alone cannot be enough. Developmental needs can only
be met on the appropriate developmental level (even if this is
an infantile level). Repression was significant only as a barrier
to the fulfilment of attachment-needs, and it is the interrupted
id-object link that is to be restored if structuralization is to
continue. If - as Kohut states - the demands of the grandiose
self are phase-appropriate, 48 let us take this serious ly and meet
these demands. Where development has been checked, a need
that is forced to persist unmet is still as phase-appropriate in
adult years as it ever was in actual childhood years. It is not
chronological age, but the actual stage of development reached
- whether or not in synchrony with the optimal developmental
timetable - that determines what is phase-appropriate.
Kohut differentiates the biological conditionof dependence
and the psychological wish to be dependent. 49 This distinction
does not do justice to Kohut's own data. It is not merely a wish,
but a psychological condition of dependence that is involved
where structuralization is incomplete; The correlative need for
a selfobject - for a dependent object-libidinal attachment - is
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not merely a wish but an accurate reflection of incomplete
intrapsychic development. There are 'structural defects in the
self, and .. . selfobject transferences ... establish themselves
on the basis of these defects'. 50 An archaic condition is
52
and thus
reinstated; 51 a developmental point is reactivated;
interrupted growth may continue. 53
The spontaneous reactivation of an early developm enta l
stage takes place in selfobject transferences. Early conditions
and needs not merely can be reinstated, but are thus regularl y
reinstated. The only decision tha t confronts the therapist is how
to respond to these possibilities - to acknowledge such needs
without meeting them, or actually to meet them and ther eby to
resume and further the developmental process. The potential
for transference lies in 'pre -analytically established internal
54
factors in the analysand's personality · structure' . As Freud
insisted, transferences arise naturally, in all relationships. They
are not createdby the analytic situation .55 This point is of vital
importance, since it implie s that the possibility ofreactivation
and reinstatement doesnotdependonthe therapist.The potential for
this arises spontaneously in the analysand, and the therapi st
can only help or hinder, by accepting the transference and
taking its needs seriously, or by merely acknowledging these
needs and yet leaving them unsatisfied .
It is unduly pessimistic to state, with Blanck and Blanck, that
there is 'no direct pathway back to the infantile situation'
(1974: 56). On the contrary, the infantil e situation - of incomplete structuralization and the corresponding need for a selfobject - has persisted into adult years, and is thereforeimmediately
accessible,as a contemporary fact. In principle, therefore, one
should not discount the possibility of the 'direct correction of
the failures of that period oflife' (1974: 56). Ea rly affront need
not be 'irreparable' ( 1979: 90), and later repair need not be
limited ( 1979: 11). I would suggest - on my reading of th e
preceding data - that the major limit ation lies in the unwillingness of therapists to take serious ly the reactivated need for a
selfobject. The Blancks state that such needs are 'no longer
age-appropriate' ( 1979: 100), thus confusing chrono logy with
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actual developmental progress . Contemporary objects are
likely to disappoint (1979: 100) only because of their unwillingness to take seriously phase-appropriate needs in the developmentally affron ted adult. It is not merely pess imistic but
incorrect to say that 'the time is past, and one can no longer
treat the adult as though development stopped at a certain
point early in life and can now be resumed with the therapist in
th e role of a more benign parent' ( 1979: 123). The spontaneous
activation of a selfobject transference indi cates that the developmen ta l opportunity is not past , but still very much pre sen t, and that it has an inherent capacity for resumption provided that the selfobject is willing to cooperate . The rapists
need not be 'baffled about how to provide a good symbiotic
experience retroac tively for an adult in compensation for past
failure' ( 1974: 342). The means for providing such experience
lie in the acceptance of the selfobject transference and the
fulfilment of the attachment-needs involved.
T he whole psychoanalytic understanding of narcissism requires revision. Kohut has made major contributions here, and
I wish to suggest ways in which furt h er conclus ions may be
drawn from his data, which go beyond his own conclusions in
this area. Stolorow and Lachmann ( 1980) note the importance
of defining narcissism functionally rather than economically .
In terms of function , narcissism serves 'to maintain the cohesion, stability, and posi tive affective colouring of the self representation' (Sto lorow and Lachmann 1980: 14-15 ). On the
basis of the preceding discussion, a rewording of this definition
may be.suggested. Narcissism serves to 'p romote further struc turalis4tion ' . There is Iittle existingstructural cohesiveness to be
maintained , ra ther such cohesiveness is a goal to be worked
toward. A senseof cohesiveness , in th e absence of actua l structu ra lization, is provid ed by the attachment to the selfobject.
But th is is not as yet th e cohesiveness of actual intrapsych ic
structura lization , which is still relatively inchoat e. Moreover ,
' temporal stability' and 'positive affective colouring' are not
separate and independen t goals, but corollaries of the first and
most centra l goal, of 'structura l cohesiveness'. W hen
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structuralization has been completed, these will stem directly
from the (intrapsychic) fact of structuralization. Prior to the
completion of structura lization, such corollaries can only be
mediated through the (external) attac hment to the selfobject ,
as a substitute for psychic structure. Where there is neither
structuralization nor selfobject, non e of th ese desiderata can be
present. The narcissistic object-re lationship is not so much to
maintain self-esteem (Stolorow and Lachmann 1980), as to
build further the very structure of the self, on which all th ese
qualities - self-esteem, temporal stability , positive affective
colouring- are dependent.
Following Hartmann, Kohut speaks of narcissism as 'the
cathexis of the self' .56 I define narcissism as 't he ca thexis of
objectsin the service of structuralizing the self' . This implies
both agreement and disagreement with Kohut's formulations
on narcissism and object-relations. He states that the assumption that object relations exclude narcissism is untru e. 'Some of
the most intense narcissistic experiences relate to objects ... in
the service of the self. .. or ... experienced as part of the self' .57
I agree that the traditional antithesis of object relations and
narcissism is incorrect. I would go further to state that all, not
merely 'many', narcissistic experiences imply an intense objectneed (selfobject need), as the direct correlate of the fact of
incomplete structuralization. The only contrast to be drawn is
between narcissistic personalities whose selfobject needs are
being met, and tho se in whom such needs persist unfulfilled whether through continued repression of the attachment -need,
or throughthe lack of cooperation
of theseljobject.The absence of an
actual selfobject attachment must not be taken to imply the
absence of such an attachment-need, since the latter is determined by intrapsychic factors.
Kohut further states that 'the antithesis to narcissism is not
the object relation, but object love' .58 The latter two are not to
be confused. 59 There may be 'an intense object relation, despite
the fact that the object is invested with narci ssistic ca thexe s' .60
Narcissism is to be defined ' not by the targ et of the in stin ctua l
investment ... but by the nature or quality of the instinctual
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charge' . These formulations do not see m entirely satisfactory.
Having disp osed of the traditional antithesis between narcis sism and obje ct-relations , it seems unfortunate - and unnecessary - to postulate a new antithesis, between narcis sism and
object- love. The data certainly suggest that we may differentiate between archaic (narcissistic) and mature forms of
object-relations. But both imply lov e for the object, whether
experienced as a selfobject or as an independent object. Th e
capacity for matureobject-love may be the ultimate goal (which
in itself pre supposes the fulfilmen t of needs for a selfobject),
but mature object- love is not the only form of object-love. Moreover narcissistic cathexes mustbe cathexes of the object in the
service of the self, since narcissism implies incomplete structuralization and a corresponding need for a selfobject. Prior to full
structuralization, object relations cannotbe other than selfobject
relations, du e to the state of intra psychic need. Narcissism thu s
stems from , and is to be defined by, the level of intra psychic
development-which itself defines 'the quality of the instinctual
charge'. Kohut states that 'the small child ... invests other
people with narcissi stic cathexes, and thus experiences them
narci ssis ticall y, i.e. as selfobjects'. 62 No other type of cathexis is
possibl e for the small child - or, except superficially, for the
developmentally affronted adult - since the capacity for object
relations is a function of intra psychic structuralization .
Thus, too, the process of maturation cannot be spoken of as
the 'transformation of nar cissistic into object-instinctual
drive s, i.e. as the shifting of drive aims from the self upon
objects' .63 Object-instinctual drives - attachment-needs - are
present from the earliest times, and are of the essence of
narcissism. Moreover , drive aims remain constant, as being the
ongoing need for an attac hment to an object. There is no shift
'from the self upon objects'. In the earliest years, the self is still
inchoate, and the need for a selfobj ect - an auxiliary ego - is
paramount. The earliest drive-aim s are therefore for a self.
object, in the service of struc tura lizing the self. Driv e-aims do
not therefore focus on the self directly , but only on the
structuralizing selfobject. And, as structuralization progress es,

..
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the object gradually functions less as a selfobject and becomes
more an independent object.
Stolorow ( 1975) notes that the supposed antithesis between
narcissism and object relations is 'a n artifact of an outmoded
economic concept of narcissism'. Despite his criticism of this
antithesis, Kohut in effect rehabilitates it by his insistence on a
'separate line of development' for narcissism .64 Why should we
postulate a separate line of development? Narcissism merely
implies a more archaic form of object-relations. Objectrelations gradually become less narcissistic as intrapsych ic
structuralization proceeds. The data suggest a continuum, not
a discontinuity. Kohut designates object love not as 'a change
of the mobilised narcissism into object-love' , but as 'a freeing of
formerly repressed object-libido'. 65 This formulation in effect
disregards Kohut's own evidence of incomplete structuralization, which implies that the capacity for mature objectlove - which Kohut here refers to - has not yet been atta ined .
Structural defects imply the need for a selfobject ,66 not an
independent object. The only type of object-love that has been
'formerly repressed' is archaicobject-love, the need for attachment to a selfobject. Th is is 'mobilised narcissism'. And, as this
mobilized narcissism is gradually gratified, intra psychic struc turalization is gradually furthered a nd the need for a selfobject
correspondingly diminishes.
Kohut reiterates the concept of separate developmental lines
for narcissism and object love, as he outlines his major contrast
between drive psychology and the psychology of the self.
Within the framework of drive psychology, narcissism precedes
and is to give way to object love. By contrast, the psychology of
the self speaks of self/selfobj ect relationships, which serve as the
precursors of psychological structures. By the process of transmuting internalization, these will lead to the consolidation of
the self.67 The two explanations do no_t seem to me to be
mutually exclusive. Early forms of object-relations (narciss ism
or self/selfobject relationships) precede and are to give way to
maturer forms of object-relations (Kohut's 'object love'), as a
function ·of the process of internalization and struct uralization.
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It is the degree of structuralization of the self that regulates the
capacity for object relations. Object choice is a function of
identity; and the two are not to be contrasted or sepa r ated,
since they are entirely correlative.
Thus , too, the overall contrast between drive psychology and
the psychology of the self is unnecessary . The latter merely
draws out certain unrealized implications of the former, and the
two are to be closely correlated. This co-ordination of the two
models may be spelled ou t in a variety of ways.
Kohut states that 'abnorma lities of the drives and of th e ego
are the symptomatic consequences of [ the] cen tral defect in the
self' .68 On the basis of the preceding discussion, this would
seem to be a reversal of cause and effect. It is the repression of
the drive for attachment that blocks the process of structuralization and thereby results in the self remaini ng incomplete
and defective. Drive fixations and correla ted activities of the
ego are not due to 'the feebleness of the self' .69 Rather , such
fixations causethis 'feebleness' or 'insecurity of the self'.
Moreover, it will be apparent by now that I have not found
adequate reason to distinguish the ego (as traditionally understood) from the self (in Kohut 's term in ology). The data that
Kohut provides for his psychology of the self seem to me to refer
essent ially to the structura lization of the ego, and do not require
any addit ional postulate. While allowing that the term 'the self'
can have a wider denotation, I believe that it may here be used
largely interchangeab ly with the term ' the ego'. The ego is
admittedly on ly one pa r t of the threefold mental appara tu s, but
it is in a sense th e focal point of the self, and its structuralization
is crucial for the overall development of the personality. 'Selfpathology' should not therefore be contrasted with 'drive fixation and infantilism of the ego' .70 Rather, self-pathology
results from drive fixation and is to be equated with infantilism
of the ego.
The 'core of disin tegra tion anxiety' refers to 'the breakup of
the self, not fear of the drive'. 71 This statemen t is correct, but it
does not justify dichotomizing self-p sychology and drivepsychology. It is precise ly the protective rep ression of the drive
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(attachment-need) that blocks the normal proce ss of structur alization , Disintegration anxiety thus marks an awareness of
the 'incomplete self. ·
Similarly , drive experience is not to be 'subordi nated' to the .
child's experience of the rela tion between the self and the
selfobjects. 72 The child 's drive experience here is his or her need
for an attachment to a selfobject . Kohut conclude s tha t the
contrast he draws 'changes our evaluation of the significance of
the libido theory . . . and ... of some forms of psychopathology
which classical theory viewed as bein g caused by the personality's fixation on, or regression to, thi s or that stage of instinct
development'. 73 The evaluation of libido theory is changed not by rejecting the concept of instinctual fixation , but by
accepting the consequences of such fixation for intraps ychic
structuralization . Narcissism involves the attempt 'to wa rd off
... the loss of the archaic selfobject' or expresse s the 'need for
selfobjects in lieu of self-structure'. 74 But we do not need to
conclude , on this account , that 'conflicts over drive aims . .. are
secondary in narcissistic personalit y disorders'. 75 Conflicts
over drive aims are primary in narc issism, in that the drive for
attachment to a selfobject is repr essed , and the need for such
attachment thereby persists as still requi ring fulfilment.
The conflicts pr esupposed in narcis sistic disorders may be
termed structural conflicts , in that the repres sive function of the
ego checks an id-impulse from fulfilment. Conflict is involved,
but complete structures are not involved. It is the repressive
function of the inchoateego tha t acts to check the id-impulse.
And, by checking the norma l object-libidinal fulfilment of this
impulse, the further struc turalization of the ego itself is ther eby
checked. The pathology of structural conflict may som etimes
b e oedipal, but need not only be oedipa l. Narcissism is itself a
more radical form of pathology of structural conflict , where
such pathology is at the same time a pathology of the self. Kohut
affirms that the explanations of drive psychology, of the
structural model of the mind, and of ego psychology are
satisfactory for the psychology of conflict. 76 A psychol ogy of
conflict is at issue here , and what we are doing is to explore its
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implications for th e st ruc tural izat ion of the self. A drive defence -struct ural mode l of th e mind is itself the bedrock of the
psychology of th e self, and itself require s and implie s a model of
the rela tion of the self to selfobjects. Guntrip regards it as
'hope less to try to deal with ego-psycho logy in terms of instinct
th eory '. On the contrary, each is relatively meaningless witho ut
the other. The move 'from inst inct-vicissitud e to ego-development' mu st imp ly the deve lopment , not the supe rseding, of the
form er model (Gunt rip 1968: 126, 123) .
Pace Kohut, structure formatio n can and must be explained
within the framew ork ofobject -inst inc tual dri ve psychology. 77
A focus on narcissism does not risk disregard ing objectin stinctu al forces, 78 since such forces - the drives for attac hment to selfobjects - ar e cent ral to narcissism. Kohut asks how
psychoanalysis h as been able to use a drive-defence model
without a p sycho logy of the self. 79 The qu estion is valid, but th e
answer shou ld be the integration of the two. As it is, Kohut
dra ws unnec essa ry ant ith eses, result in g in far too absol u te a
contrast b etwee n the two models . What Kohut's data suggest is
a psychology of th e self as a corolla ry to, an d essentia l development of, the drive-defence mode l, whi ch itselfrema ins valid .
Kohut him self calls for fur ther studi es of the relations between self-pat hology and struct ural p at hology .80 I believe that
his own data suggest the way forwa rd, towards increasing
correlation of the two. Th e contr ast he draws between the
structural disorders of early psychoanalys is, and the contempora ry focus on di sorders of th e self, is somewhat misleading.
We have seen that drive -patho logy and self-patho logy are not
to be thus cont raste d. Con flict-solut ion and the estab lish ment
of self-cohe sion 81 are both part of the th erap eutic task in
narcissism. However, th ere is a va lid contrast to be dra wn
between th e ne uro ses and th e whole spectrum of more serious
disord ers. Classica l theory was limited - but not solely by its
focus on st ru ctur al°conflict and the structura l neuroses. 82 T he
outsta nding limitat ion of classical theory was - and is - its
insisten ce on makin g normative a tech nique that has only
limi ted va lidi ty. Inte rpret ation is of val ue, but it cannot be the
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sole therapeutic instrument. Above all, it is utterly countertherapeutic when interpretation is linked to the rule of abstinence and non-gratification. Indeed, it is the rule of abstinence ,
rather than the v.alue of interpretation per se, that I wish to
dispute. Such a rule of non-gratification is totally mist~ken
when a legitimate and unfulfilled developmental need 1s at
issue, viz. the need for attachment to a selfobject. The great leap
forward will come when the need for selfobjects is taken entirely
seri6usly andfulfilled- not while it continues to be reduced or
dismissed by various qualifications. The logic of Bowlby's
paradigm and of Kohut's data, as I have presented them,_ is
to insist on the rehabilitation of the concept of corrective
emotional experience.

4
Ego boundaries
and the
development of the ego

Further comments on the structuraliza tion of the ego will be
presented here: in particular , the relation of this process of
structuralization to the development ofboundaries between the
ego and the id, and betwe en the ego and the external world.
This discussion will make use of Otto Kernberg' s contributions, and will suggest ways in which I wish to criticize or
further develop this material in the light of the preceding
discussion and of the conclusions reached in Psychogenesis
(Moberly 1983).
Kernberg criticizes Kohut for his neglect of aggression in
narcissism. 1 He repeatedly insists on the need to consider
aggression in narcissism and in the whole ran ge of mor e serious
psychopathology. 2 In speaking of the pathological predominance of pregenital, especially oral, aggression, Kernberg
leaves open several options as to the possible determinants of
such aggression: 'it is hard to evaluate to what extent this
development represents a constitutionally determined strong
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aggressive drive, a constitutionally. determined lack of anxiety
tolerance in regard to aggressive impulses, or severe frustration
in their first years of life'. 3
In the light of my discussion in P!F)chogenesis,
I wish to stress
the importance of the third option mentioned by Kern berg, viz.
severe early frustration - or rather, the occurrence of defensive
detachment, in response to any event (above all, separation)
that the child experiencesas unduly stressful. This is a reminder
that the stressful event that precipitates defensive detachment
need not be a matter of delibera te hurtfulness by the parent- it
may well be quite unintention al; and it may or ma y not seem
exceptionally stressful to adult eyes (a point to be borne in mind
when investigating the history of the patient). But the point is
that, to the child in question, the event in question was
sufficiently stressful to pr ecipitate defensive detachment (following Bowlby's paradigm); and that this d efensive manoeuvre
was not resolved in childhood years; and that the normal
developmental process of growth-through-attachment
was
thereby checked.
In the light of this, I would wish to criticize and rephrase
certain of Kernberg's statements on aggression, in order to
draw out a dimension of their significance which I believe that
Kern berg - and much of traditional psychoanalysis - have not
realized. I agree with Kernberg that aggression is importantbut in what way is it import ant? Kern berg states, for instance,
that the task of integrating contrasting self- and object-images
(those libidinally determined and those aggressively determined) fails to a large extent in borderline patients, chiefly
because of the pathological predominance of pregenital
aggression. 4 I would suggest that pregenital aggression - or
rather, defensive detachment - checks the task of integration
only insofar as, and as a consequence of, the normal process of
growth-through-attachment
being checked (throug h the protective repression of the need for attachment). It is the ongoing
attachment that- in the normal process of growth - facilitates
the task of integration of such image s. Thus, aggression does
not itself check integration, but rather it checks the process
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through which such integration would normally be achieved.
My criticism of Kern berg here is that he presents as a statement
of dire ct causation something tha t I would suggest is in fact
elliptica l, linking two points that are indirectl y related, and th at
need to be recognized as such. Similarly, Kern berg affirms that:
'The resu ltin g lack of synthesis of contradictory self- and
object-images inter feres with the integration of the self-concept
and with the establishment of object-constancy or "total"
object relationsh ips'. 5
By con trast, I would affirm that it is the disruption in
attachment that checks the integration of the self-concept, since
the attachment is in itselfstructuralizing. Likewise , the repression of the attachmen t-need affects the establis hm ent of objectconstancy (here the sta tement is evidently tautologous) . I t is
not the lack of synthes is of images that leads to these consequences, for such lack of synthesis is itself a conseque nce of
disruption in attachment. This lack of synthesis may be regarded as merely an alternati ve statement of these problematic
consequences. My criticism ofKernberg he re is that his state ment presents an effect as a cause, and that it is not in fact
explanatory, as presented, but merely des crip tive. Similarly, I
question Kern berg's statement that 'the most important cause
of failure in the borderline pathology is probably a quant itative
predominance of negative introjections '.6 While he allows tha t
this excess of negative introje ctions may stem from severe early
frustrations, his statement neverthe less seems misleadingly
worded. Excessive negative introject ions are an effect, not a
cause. Again, Kernberg affirms that pathological narcissi sm is
characterized by 'a pathologi cal self structure which has defensive functions against underly ing confli cts invo lving both love
and aggress ion'. 7 On our present perspect ive, this self structure
is in no way a defence again st conflict, but simply a resul t of
conflic t. Both love (th e attachment-need) and aggression (defensive detachment) are involved, but the checking of the normal
process of intrapsychic structuralization - a pat hological self
structure - is a resultof defensive detachment.
With Kernberg, I wish to stress the impor tance of conflict
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and aggression in the etiology of serious psychopathology. With
Kohut I wish to stress the importance of developmen ta l arrest
in thes'e disorders. However, I would see the latter as link ed
with the former: incomplete structuralization is a consequence
of the protective repression of the attachment-need. Kernb_erg
states that the main effect of aggression in the psychoses 1s a
8
regressive refusion of self and obj ect images. By contrast, in
borderline personality organization the chief effect is not refusion, but an intensification and pathological fixation of splitting
processes. 9 I would wish to reshape these statements. In the
psychoses, defensive detachment has chec~ed t~e developme~tal process , at a point at which self and obJect images are still
fused. In the borderline states, the devel opmental process has
proceeded somewhat further before defensive detachment
takes place. In both instance s, it is the disruption in attachment
that is of crucial significance. Correspondingly, it is not merely
the resolution of conflict, but only the actual restoration of
attachment, that can resume the process of intra psychic structuralization.
Kernberg regards splitting as the defence characteristic of
borderlin e personalit y organization, 10 and he considers repres12
11
sion to be a later and higher-level defence. With Freud, I
hav e insisted that repression is the 'most primi tive' form of
defence. I see repression of the child's attachment-need as th e
crucial factor in the etiology of both the psychoses and the
borderline states. Tentatively, I would also suggest that splitting may not be essentially a separate form of ~efence , b~t
merely a description of an effect of early repress10n, when it
takes place at a certain point in the developmental process.~ do
not regard splitting as a defenc e set up to protect the ego agamst
unbearable conflict , 13 but as an effect of defence - or rather , as
an effect of blocking the developmental process through re pres.
c
·
14
sion. Splittin g does not weaken the capacity 1or repression,
but is an effect of the successful use of this capacity. It is not
'excess ive splitting' that inhibit s the development of th~ ~go
core 15 but the repression of the need for a structurahzmg
atta~hment. Similarly - and most crucially - it is not splitting
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that leads to a 'chron ic overdependence on exte rna l objects'. 16
Splitting is merely an effect of the repression of the attachm ent need. And, precisely because it is the attachment-need that has
been repressed, this need remains unfulfille d and still requires
to be fulfilled. In other words, there is naturally a pe rsistent
great need for dependence on external objects, which is developmentally valid and realistic. This need is in no way
puzzling, since it is exactly correlative to the statement of what
constitutes th e problem in the first place , i.e. rep ression of the
normal developmenta l need for attachment (dependence ).
If Freud's view of repr ession as the most primi tive form of
defence is reaffirmed , several corollaries may be outlined. First,
that one can and must speak of repression when the ego is still
merged with the id. Th e capac ity for re pression of the attachment-need, i.e. for defensive detachment from the object, is to
be correlated with the actual capacity for attachment to the
object. Such attachment not merely pred ates the structuralization of the ego, but is itself the very mean s by which such
structuraliza tion is achieved - and without which such structuralization cannot be achieved. Repression of the att achmentneed cannot possibl y 'conso lida te and prot ect the core of the
ego'. 17 On the contrary , such rep ression checks th e very process
by which structuralization of the ego takes place. Similarly,
repression does not 'contribute cruc ially to the delimitation of
ego boundaries', 18 whethe r these are the ego 's boundaries
vis-a-vis th e id or vis-a-vis the externa l wo rld . By repressi ng the
attachment to the object, at ta chment -nee ds ther eby persist
unfulfilled and still requi re to be ful filled. Since there is,
realistically, a persisting need for dependence on (attac hme nt
to) the externa l world, the boundaries of the ego cannot be
delimit ed, since such delimitation is sim ply a corollary of the
fulfilment of structuralization. T he ego canno t be 'separate'
from the external world until its n eeds for a struc turaliz ing
selfobject have been fulfilled.
Repression does not sepa rate the id from the ego, bu t inst ead
checks the process by which the ego is differentiated. The
repression of an attachment-nee d- retaining it as an unfu lfilled
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id-content - thereby prevents further structuralization of the
ego, until such time as the id-object link is resumed. It is the
structuralization of the ego that separates it from th e id, i.e.
such separation is an effect of the normal developmental process, not a consequence of defence. Van der Waals states that
'the repressed portion of the id is not pure id, but an ego id,ju st
like the undifferentiated phase in the early part of psychic life'
(1952: 68). Where the ego has not been differentiated and
structuralized by the fulfilment of id-object attac hm ent need s,
one may well speak ofrepressed attachment-needs in terms of
an 'ego id'. But I would hesitate to distinguish this from 'pure
id'. Unfulfilled id-contents are, themselves, the potential from
which the ego may be structuralized. Repression does not alter
their character, but merely checks their fulfilment.
Kernberg states that a 'patho logical failure of early ego
development can occur becau se of a constitutional defect or
retardation in the development of the apparatuses of primary
autonomy which underlie the operation of introjection and
identification processes' . 19 While not denying this possibility, I
would not wish to ascribe it as much significance as Kern berg
does. Kernberg affirms that 'perception and memory traces
help to sort out the origin of stimuli and gra dually differentiate
self- and object-images'. 20 I would think that this overstat es the
point at issue. Perception and memory traces are important for
the reception of stimuli, but it is the evaluationof these stimuli
that is the crucial factor. When di sidentification takes place (as
discussed in Psychogenesis),this defensive manoeuvre does not
impede the development or functioning of perception. But the
' object is considered so hurtfu l that the attachment-need is
protectively repressed. The apparatuses of primary autonomy
continue to function , but attachment-needs are no longer being
met. The object cont inues to be perceived, but is no longer
identified with, or depended on as a selfobject. Observational
learning depends not so much on the capacity for observation
as such, but most crucially on the willingness to identif y withor to receive the fulfilment of attachment-dependency needs
from - the object that is observed:
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'In deed , when disidentification has occurred, the presence of
same-sex models may only confirm the disidentificatory
impulse. This is because they are no longer understood as
models for likenes s, but as models of what the person cannot
be like, stemming from and reinforcing the aversive impulse. '
(Moberly 1983: 69)
. Whet~~r the object is of the same sex or of the opposite sex, it
1s the ~1llmgness for attachment, rather than the capacity for
percept10n, that is of prim ary import ance. Defensive detachment is not a cognitive-percep tive problem, but a volitionalaffective probl ~m - the refusal to be attached to the object that
has been experienced as hu rtful. Conversely, structu r alization
and identification are not primarily cognitive tasks but most
centrally involve and are d ependen t on the meetin~ of attachment-needs.
When the ego (or self) is still only inchoate, there is a need for
a structur~lizing att~ch~ent to th e object as an auxiliary ego.
The selfobJe ct functions m place of str ucture, and an ongoing
~ttachmen~ to the selfobject is itself the medium for increasing
mtraps ych1c struc turalization. When the attach ment-need is
r epr e~sed, the process of structuralization is checked: the ego
remams to a greater or lesser degree incho ate and unstructuralized, and there persists an exactly correlative need for attachment t~ a selfobject. The degree of this need for a selfobject
mark s, itself, the exact degree to which ego boundaries remain
u~consol~dated , i.e. the degree to which the inchoate ego
still requires structuralizing support from the external world.
K ernber g states:
'In the psychoses, there is a severe defect of the differentiation between self and object images, and regressive refusion
of se~f and obj~ct im~ges occurs in the form of primitive
mergmg fantasies, with the concomitant blurring of the ego
boundariesin the areaof differentiationbetweenself and nonselj.'21
On our present perspective, such a statement must be regarded as purely taut ologous. Lack of differentiation between
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self and object images implies refusion and merging (merging
needs rather than merging fantasies). All three imply that the
ego has not yet been sufficiently structuralized to be indep endent of the external world, but has a persisting need for a
selfobject with which to fuse and merge. To speak of ego
boundaries makes sense only where there is an actual structured ego, i.e. where a structure exists that can be 'bounded' .
Differentiation between self and nonself is the goal of the
developmental process - or rather, structuralization of the ego
is the goal of the developmental process, and differentiation
between self and nonself is simply a corollar y of the achievement of such structuralization. Where ego boundaries are
blurred, the process of structuralizat ion is incomplete, and it is
developmentally anachronistic to speak of possible differentiation between self and nonself. The self is still only partially
existent, and the object necessarily is needed to function in the
service of the self. The two iterns of comparison are not the self
and nonself, but the inchoate self and the selfobject. One may
even suggest that it is somewhat mislead in g to speak of the
blurring of ego boundaries. It may be true that there is little or
no boundary betweenthe inchoate self and object. However, this
does not imply that the boundary of the ego is blurred, rather
that the boundary of the ego is still extended so that the object is
still within - not outside - the boundary of the self. This is, after
all, the significance and function of the selfobject within the
developmental process.
On our present perspective, it is also in effect tautologous to
state of the borderline patient: 'When selfand object images are
relatively well differentiated from each other, and when regressive refusion of these images is therefore relatively absent, then
the differentiation of ego boundaries develops relatively
undisturbed'. 22 These three clauses may be regarded as identical statements, not dependent on each other, but all dependent
on the fulfilment of attachment -needs, which has taken place to
a greater degree (prior to defensive detachment) in the borderline than in the psychotic. Likewise, as regards the psychotic,
the blurr ing of limits between self- and object-images itself
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implies the loss of-or rather, absence of- ego-boundaries. The
two are not separate manoeuvres, one 'subsequent' to the
other. 23 It is not the lack of differentiation of self- and objectimages that 'interferes' with the definition ofego -boundaries. 24
The latter does not 'depend' on the former, 25 but is merely an
alternative statement of the same fact. Both depend on, and are
to be correlated with, the fulfilment - or lack offulfilment- of
the needs for attachment to a selfobject. When Kern berg speaks
of 'an environment sufficiently gratifying to prevent excessive
refusion of self- and object-representations' ,26 I would again
treat this as elliptical - a statement of indirect causation that
omits explicit mention of the central and most crucia l factor.
The environment is to be sufficiently gratifying so as not to
result in pro tective repression of the attachment-need. It is
defensive detachment that checks the developmental process at
whatever point it may have reached, i.e . at some point at which
self- and object-representations are still to some degree fused.
Kern berg's material includes much discussion of Jacobson's
formulations . Following Jacobson (1965), Kernberg speaks of
an originally undifferentiated self-objec t representation, out of
which gradually develop the separate representations of self
and objects. This fused in trapsychic structure implies that
libidinal investment in the selfand in objects was originally one
process, and thus narciss ism and object investment may be
considered to develop simultaneously. 27 I wish to endorse this
position, and to stress the importance of taking serious ly its
implications for the fulfilment of the developmental need for
attachment. One may speak of an original , undifferentiated
self-object representation , or - equally - speak of an inchoat e
self with a correspondingly massive need for a selfobjec t in lieu
of structure. In the normal d evelopmental process, the obj ect
originally functions only in the service of the not-yetstructura lized self. The object 1snecessarily a selfobject, i.e. it is
undifferentiated from the self. For this reason, it begs the
question to suggest that recognition of the mother marks the
beginning of the delimitation of self and nonself, of self and
external objects .28 The mother is recognized precisely as a
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selfobject,as an extension of the self and in th e service of the self not as nonself. Similarly, frustrat ion may well bring to awa reness the painful abse nce of the fulfilling obje ct , but it agai n begs
the que stion to conclude that this contribut es to the differentiation of self from nonself. 29 The absen t object is the abse nt
seljobject, and thus the experience may well be seen as an
experience of the absence of part of the self (for this - on a
developmental per specti ve - is a realistic statement of the
function of th e selfobject). Let therapists take note , since this
also implies that th e refu sal to fun ction as a selfobject is quite ·
illogical on a developme ntal perspective an d can on ly be
counter-therapeutic. An incomp letely st ru cturali zed self (as
evidenced by lack of self and object differ entiation , merger
experiences, or the demand for a selfobject ) requires a renewed,
structuralizing atta ch ment to an object in th e service of the self.
Thus , through the fulfilm ent (gratification ) of the develop mental need for attac hment , the incomplete self may be further
structuralized. As stru ctura lizat ion increases, the need for a
structuralizing attac hm ent to th e selfobject decreas es . Con ver sely, the cont inuin g degree of need for a selfobject is the
measure of the deg ree of incomplete structur alization. The two
are ent irely correlative.
On this m odel, I suggest that the difference betw een the
psych oses and the bord erline states is essentia lly one of degr ee,
rather than of kind. Repression of the attac hment-ne ed ch ecks
the st ructurali zat ion of the ego. The earlier this takes place , the
great er the la ck of struc turali zation of the ego. I would regard
psychosis as radically incomplete growt h, and the borderline
states as relati vely less r adically incomplete growth. (Hostilit y
and other negative manifestations in both of these state s may be
ascribed to th e m anoeuvre of defensive detach ment wh ich
checked the developmental process in the first plac e.) When
Kern berg spea ks of psychotic regression 'to a more primit ive
stage 6f symbi otic self-object fusion ', 30 I would accept this as a
statement of d evelopm ental incompleti on - ofrad ically incomplete growth , as ju st suggested. In the psychoses, one finds
largel y undiff er enti ate d self- and object-i mages, regress ive re-
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fusion , and the blurring or lack of ego-bo unda ries. 31 By contrast, the borderline stat es present a be tter degree of differen tiation between self-and object-images - sufficient differentiation
to permi t lar gely int act ego-boundar ies.32 Part ial refusion of
primitiv e self- an d obj ect-images may affect the stability of ego
boundar ies, 33 bu t regressive refusio n or lack of differentiation
are not pre dominant in the borde rline .34 Insofar as differentia tion of self- and object-images, and the corre lative formation of
ego-boundarie s, are functions of a struct urali zing attach ment,
it is hardl y surprising that the persisting need for attac hme nt is
greatest (regressive refusion or merging ) wh ere least struct uralizat ion has taken place ('a severe la ck of ego developme nt' 35 ) .
Borderline s pre sent relatively g reater differentiation, but
her e too th e lack of structuralization is cons iderable. This is
eviden t in the typical manifestations ofbo rd erline patholog y, in
th e readine ss with which transference psychos is occurs in the
treatment of borderlines, 36 and above all in Kohut's mater ial
on the selfobject transferences of th e narci ssistic perso n ality
(whet her ta ken as d istinct from the borderl ine, or simp ly as a
better fun ctionin g bord erline). In th at a selfobject functio ns in
lieu of stru otur e, the longing for a selfobject stems from and
mak es manifest the fact of incomplete intrapsychic structur alization. Th e formation of ego-boundaries, or differentiat ion of
self- and object -representations, is not yet comp lete so long as
the object is needed as a selfobject . And this process will not and
cannot be comp leted unless and until a structuralizing atta chment to a selfobject is resumed and con tinued un til it has
fulfilled its developmenta l purpose.
Aga in commentin g on Jacobson's work, K ernberg has mu ch
to say about refusi on of self- and object -images as a defence.31 By
con trast, our present model envisages this as a consequence
of
defen ce. Or, more specifically, the conseq uence of defence
(repr ession ) is the checking of structural izat ion at the point at
whichself- and obj ect-images are still fused . The consequence of
defen ce is n ot fusion (an already give n fact of the developmen tal
timeta ble) , but the inability to proceed beyond fusion (u nless
and until a struc tura lizing attachme nt is restored ) . I therefore
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do not regard 're fusion ' as 'defensiv e' or the 'earliest pro tection
against painful experiences'. 38 Rather, fusion persists in the
aftermath of defence against painful experiences, i.e. after
protective repression of the attachment -need from the hurtful
object. Bad and frustrating situations may result in repression;
repression of the structuralizing attachment checks structuralization; and incomplete structuralization implies that selfand object-representations remain fused. Thus, refusion is not
a defence against frustration, but an effect of arrested development , which is itself a consequence of defen sive detachment in
response to frustration. I would therefore disagree with Kernberg and Jacobson as regards the relation ofrefusion to conflict,
in the course of early development: 'ext remely severe frustrations in relationships with significant early objects may bring .
about a dangerous refusion of self and object images, a mechanism which allows the individual to escape the conflict between
the need for the external object and the dread ofit'. 39 Refusion
does not permit escape from conflict. It is merely a statement of
the developmental stage reached at the time at which conflict
occurs such that development is checked. Defensive detachment implies escape from the hurtful object, but only at the
price ofretaining the individual in a state of conflict between his
need for the object and his dread of it. This is, after all, the very
meaning of defensive detachment.
This model emphasizes the significance of developmental
arrest, stemming from successful defence , in the more serious
forms of psychopathology. Psychotic regression and 'defensive
refusion' of early self- and object-representations are treated as
equiva lent statements, both signifying the arrest of structuralization in the wake of defensive detachment from th e selfobject. Severe frustrations 'int erfere with the development of
ego boundaries', 40 only insofar as they check the fulfilment of
the normal structuralizing attachment - not insofar as they
'determine excessive defensive refusion'. 41 Refusion and the
blurring of ego boundaries are, again, seen as equivalent
statements, bo th pertaining to incomp lete growth. 'Egodissolution' is not a 'threatening primitive dang er', 42 but - less
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emo tively - an acknowledgement of radically incomplete structura lization. Simi larly, the fusion experie nces of the psychoticwhere differentiation of self from nonself is absent - may be
regarded as accurate statements of the arrest of intrap sychic
struct ur aliza tion at the stage at which the need for a selfobject
in lieu of structure is still pa ram ount. The typ ical oscillation
between 'id ealize d , ecstatic merged states, and terrifying,
aggressive merged states' 43 is to be readily understood as descriptive of defensive detachment: fear of the hurtfu l selfobject
does not abolish the need for attachment, but means that
this fear coexists alon g with this tremendous need persist ing as
still reg uiring fulfilment.
Kern berg speaks of the re lation between intact ego bound aries and the capaci ty for re ality testing. 44 He affirms a constant
relationship between the loss ofrcali ty testing and the development of transferences with fusion or merger phenomena, and a
similar cons tant relationship between the maintenance of reality testing and the absence of merger phenomena in the
development of the transference. 45 I accept what is connoted by
these statements, but wish to redefine what is meant by rea lity
testing. This may be linked with my comme nt s, in Chapter 1,
on the meaning of 'rea lity'. 'Reality testing' may be defined as
the ability to differen tiate intern al experience from external
perception, the intrapsychic from the interpersonal , the self
from the nonself. 46 However , where in tra psyc hic stru cturaliza tion is in comp lete, by what right may the awa r eness of th is fact
be denoted unrealistic? Th e fact as such may be unfortunate,
but the awareness of it is arguably entire ly realistic, and must
therefore be considered a valid expr ession of rea lity testing in its
own right. As currently used, the phrase 'reality testing' sidesteps the issue. It is in practice used to denote awarene ss of the
achieveme nt of developmental progress. But where such progress h as not in fact been achieved, it wou ld be highly unr ealistic
to expect an awareness appr opriat e only to greater maturation.
'Maturation testing ' - or some such phrase - might be a better
term. 'Rea lity testing' - if the phra se is to be used accuratel y
and logically - must be treated as correlative wit h the actua l
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reality of the degree of intra psychic structuralization achieved,
which may or may not be extens ive .
To my mind, therefore, it is ina ccurate to speak of reality
testing in terms of the patient's capacity 'to identify himself
fully with the external reality represented by the patienttherapist relationship '. 47 If the patient m anifests shortcomings
in this sphere, there may well be a problem of incompl ete
maturation, but not - strictly speaking - a problem of reality
testing. The patient's capacity may well be realistic in terms of
hi s relative lack of intrapsychic struct uraliz ation . I wish to
emphasize here that I am not attempting to minimize the
therapeutic problem involved. There is indeed a major problem, but no problem is aided by incorrect conceptualization.
Similarly, I feel reservations about conceptua lization in speak ing of 'helping the patient to differentiate his internal life from
the th erapist's psychological reality'. 48 I accept the problem at
issue, but would point out that the patient's internal life is the
realityof incomplete struct urali zation. The problem is not one
of unreality versus reality, but of two different levels or manifestation s of reality. The patient needs to achieve further
intrapsychic structural ization. The therapist's 'p sychological
reality' qua therapist is to provide a structura lizing attachment
- to take seriously the reality of incomplete structuralization
and therefore to function as a selfobject in lieu of structure,
until structuralization is comp lete.
The problem is one of maturation , not of realism or reality
testing . The beginning delimitations of ego boundaries marks
an incr ease in maturation; but itis unfortunate to speak of this
as the beginning of reality testing, 49 since the awareness of
absent or incomplete boundaries is entirely realistic to the
earlier stages of the developmental process (whether or not
these stages may be corre lated with the normal developmental
timetable). The therapeutic tas k does not, strictly speaking,
involve 'sorting out realit y from intrapsychic needs'. 50 Intrapsychic needs arepart of reality, too, and they are to be tackled
and met realistically in order that the level of mature reality
may ultimately be reached. Disintegration of the ego does not
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'inte rfere ' with work on separating intern al needs from 'real ity
perception'. 51 An incompletely structura lized ego itself implies
a perception of reality appropriate to the degree of stru ctu ralization reached. The situation may be unfortunate, but it is
not unr ealistic. What interfere s with the further differentiation
of the intra psychic and the external is the repression of the need
for a structuralizing attachment, which itself imp lies that the
ego mus ·t rem ain incomplete, i.e. the intrapsychic is still structurally dependent on the external, and is by definition not
differentiated from it. Reality testing is inde ed 'a general
structural characteristic of the ego rather than .. . a specific ego
function' ,52 in the sense that it is correlative with the degree of
intra psychic structuralization - at every stage of such structu ralizati on . An awareness of incomplete structuralization where such be the case - is entirely as realistic as an awareness
of greater structuralization.
Difficulties in differen tia tion of th e self-concept and of objects
need not be said to int erfere with 'the differentiation of present
from past object relations hip s'. 53 On our developmental perspective, it is realistic still to require a selfobject in the present,
if the need for this was not fulfilled in the past. It is not
chronology, but actua l developmental progress - or lack of itthat is crucial. Kern berg and the m ainst ream of analysis would
spea k of the confusion of transference an d rea lity, and the
inability to differentiate the analyst from the transference
object. 54 By contrast, I have spoken ofl egitim ate and realistic
transference need s, and of the importan ce of the analyst being
willing to function as the kind of object that is required by the
fact of incomplete structural ization. The inabi lity to see the
ana lyst as an object in his own right does not lead to the
weaken ing of ego-bou ndaries, 55 but ste ms from it and is merel y
an alternative statement of its significance. Fusion or merger
phenomena do no t imply a lack ofrea li ty testing , but a reali stic
aware ness of radica lly inc omplete struct urali zat ion , and the
persisting and realistic developmental need for a merger
attachment with a selfobject. Lack of structura lization in the
borderline is exte nsive, but not qu ite as radi cal as in the
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psychotic. However, there is still a 'chronic overdependence on
external objects' 56 - or rather, a persisting great need for
external objects, a need that is developmentally realistic. And
there is the syndrome of identity diffusion, which again is a
realistic statement of incomplete structuralization.
Merger phenomena in the psychotic, and great dependence
on external objects in the borderline, are both presented as a
persisting arid realistic developmental need for a selfobject - a
need differing in degree, rather than in kind, according to the
degree of structuralization reached prior to repression of the
attachment-need. A few comments may be made in connection
with this model. First, that recathexis in schizophrenia is not,
paceFreud ( 1911), to be linked with delusional phenomena, but
with the need for merger, i.e. recathexis or a renewed attachment at the developmental level reached at the time of decathexis (defensive detachment). Second, that Kernberg is right in
stressing the importance in narcissism of the vicissitudes of
internalized object relations. 57 However, I should wish to link
these with; and interpret them in terms of, realistic needs for a
selfobject attachment- working through any manifestations of
the defensive detachment and permitting and encouraging a
renewed attachment-for-structuralization.
Kohut's material is
excellent for suggesting the precise nature of the selfobject
attachment that is needed, according to the developmental
level attained (the merger, twinship, and mirror transferences).
But neither Kernberg nor Kohut reach the point of realizing
that legitimate and realistic developmental needs are involved
- needs that require to be fulfilled (gratified) through a selfobject attachment. It will only be when analysis takes attachment-needs seriously that it will be able to advance in the
realms of more serious psychopathology.

5
Developmental arrest
and the
inherent reparative
potential
In the more serious forms of psychopathology, it is important to
recognize the significance of (a) developmental arrest; (b) the
persistence oflegitimate developmental needs, which have not
yet been fulfilled ( on the optimal developmental timetable) and
still require to be fulfilled.
This is not a non-pathological model, nor a dichotomizing
of developmental and pathological considerations. As in
Psychogenesis(Moberly 1983), I speak of developmental arrest as
the consequence of a successful defensive manoeuvre: protective repression of the attachment-need checks the process of
intrapsychic structuralization that takes place through the
medium of an attachment to a selfobject. This manoeuvre of
defensive detachment is adaptive insofar as it seeks to protect
the inchoate self from an object that is experienced as hurtful
(whether or not wilfully hurtful). However, the consequences of
this defensive manoeuvre - unless it is very rapidly resolved are developmentally disastrous. Intra psychic structuralization
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is checked, and cannot continue unless and until the structuralizing attachment to the selfobject is resumed, and maintain ed
without further interruption. The persisten ce of defensive detachment must therefore be regarded as maladaptive, and the
resolution of this repression of the attachment-need is a notable
part of the therapeutic task. This is not, however, the overall
goal of therapy. It should be stressed that- owing to the very
nature of the problem - the major goal must be the restoration
of a structuralizing attachment to a selfobject, in order to
continue the normal developmental proc ess.
I agree with Kern berg that it is important to take aggression
into account. On my view, this aggression is the hostility or
other negative affects towards the hurtful object, that are
involved in defensive detachment. However , where Kernberg
speaks of splitting, I speak of repre ssion - repression of the
attachment-need, i.e. defensive detachment. And I regard this
defensive manoeuvre as central to the whole spectrum of more
serious psychopathology , i.e. the psychoses . (see Psychogenesis)
as well as the borderline states and narcis sistic disorders.
Moreover, I subordinate the question of defence to the more
major concern of d evelopmental arrest and the need to resume
the fulfilment of developmental needs. Kernberg's position
is an excellent statement of a traditional psychoanalytic
approach, but he does not contribute - or even feel the need to
contribute - to these developmental concerns.
Kohut presents a developmental approach, and is highly
innovative in this respect. With Kern berg, I believe that Kohut
does not do justice to aggression. And, in more general terms, I
have already indicated that a self-psychology do es include a
psychology of conflict. The traditional drive-defence-structural
model is to be incorporated and expanded, not superseded, by a
model of the selfand its relati on to the selfobject. Granted these
reservations, I find much outstandingly . valuable material in
Kohut's developmental approach. However, I also believe that
Kohut did not realize the implications of his data - above all,
that the need for a selfobject is realistic and requires to be
fulfilled (gratified), not merely acknowledged. It is these im-
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plications of developmental realism th at I have attempted to
draw out in this study.
Dependence is a central concept for this developmental
approach. It is regarded positively, as being phase-appropriate. I do not speak of'pathological dependency needs ', 1 but
of realistic dev elopment al needs for attachment. I regard it as
utterly in corre ct to label a legitimate developmental need as a
defence. In his st udy of the borde rline adu lt, Masterson states
that 'this acting out of the wish for reunion through dependent
relati onshi ps becomes the first target of treatment' ( 1976: 165).
On our present model, this position is both illogical and
counter-therapeutic. While intrapsychic structuralization is
incomplete , the person in question do es have a persisting need
for a dependent attachment. This is in no sense 'a defens e of the
pathologi c ego' (Masterson 1976: 164; cf. 60, 63, 169, l 77,
252) . The incom pletely stru ctura lized ego seeks attachment
(dependency, reunion) in order to resume the normal developm ental process of structuralization. This is reparative, not
defensive. It is developmentally ap propr iate, and is to be encouraged, certainly not thwarted. To interrupt this manoeuvre
can only perpetuate the problem, and this cannot therefore be
regarded as a legitimat e therapeut ic strategy.
Similarly, a 'parasitical object-relation' is not to be regarded
as a 'defence against separation anxiety' (Rosenf eld 1971), but
as a reparative attempt to resum e the fulfilment of normal early
developmental needs for attachment. 'Good mother addiction'
is not a 'defence against the deep depression of the early
deprivation of mother ' (Gu n trip 1968: 3), but again a reparative manoeuvre , in response to the early deprivation of mother.
Defence and reparatio n are not to be confused, since the
consequences of this misu nder sta nd ing will involve the misdirection of the whole therapeutic endeavour. At present, it
would seem that the term 'defence' is too widely and loosely
used. Presumably the culmin ation of this line of reasoning
would be the suggest ion that therapy is a 'defence' against
pathology!
In his discussion of narci ssism, Kohut speaks of the
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grandiose self as a 'defensive structure', and of the idealized
parent imago as a 'compensatory structure' .2 I would not regard
either of these structures as defensive or compensator y, but
would see both as effects left in the wake of defensive detac hment. More specifically, both are normal facets of the early
developmental process-which pro cess wa s checked by defensive
detachment, so that it did not pro ceed beyond a certain point.
The inchoate self greatly needs the love of a selfobject. ' Grandiosity' is no more than a somewhat emoti ve designation for this
developmentally realisti c need. Defence ( repression ) may check
the fulfilment of this need , but this defen sive manoeuvre does
not thereb y create a def ens ive struc ture - it mer ely leaves the
normal sense of great n eediness in a state of unfulfilmen t. To
speak of an 'idealized par ent imago' is again to indicat e the.
normal high value of the selfobj ect for the inchoate self. Partia l ·
structuralization of the ego itself impli es a correlatively high
need of, and esteem for, th e selfobject. Thi s development al fact
seems to account sufficiently for the ph enomenon of so-called
'idealization', without any ne ed to postulate some degr ee of
exag geration in it. Rather , this is norm al idealization (high
esteem for the selfobject). It is not crea ted by defensive
detachment , but the fulfilment of its needs is checked by this
manoeuvre. In other words , it is a norm al developmental phenomenon , not a compens atory st ru cture. Kern ber g spea~ s of the
compensatory function of the gr andiose self. H e regards it as
compensating for the 'ego weakening effects of th e primitiv e
defensiv e organisation' .3 By con trast, I would regard the grandiose self as pre cisely an expression of ego wea kness and
incompl ete structuraliz at ion , not a compensation for it. The
only thin g that may be rega rd ed as comp ensat ory, or repa rative, is a renewed selfobject attachment. In the absence of such
an attachment, no repar ation or comp ensatio n ca n po ssibly
take place .
The co-existen ce ofinferiority and grandiosity in the n arcissistic and borderlin e disorders pr ovides a parado x that is mor e
apparent than real. Narcis sistic personalities have a great need
to be loved and admired by others, and Kern berg speak s of a
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'c uri ous app arent contra dic tion between a very inflat ed concept of them selves and an inordinate need for tribut e from
others' .4 So far from being contradictory, the two seem to be
almost identical stat ements. The 'inflated' self-conce p t asserts
the self's great need for love - a normal development al need
that unfortun ately was not met on the opti mal developmental
timetable. The great need to be loved an d esteemed is of course
match ed by the sta tement that the self needs to receivesuch
estee m and love from others. Wh ere defensive detac hm ent has
taken place, the need persis ts un fulfilled. But the need as such is
neither 'i nflat ed ' nor 'inordinate', but merely the normally
inte nse n eed of the partially struct urali zed self, an d as such th e
need is developmentally realis tic. In the bord erlin e sta tes,
grandio se trends may underlie feelings of inferiority. 5 Again,
there is no con tra diction. The great need for love was not
fulfilled in th e ordi nary cour se of developmen t, as a consequence of defen sive detachm ent . Thu s, the need itself p ersists
(gr andi osity), together with th e aware n ess of its lack of fulfilment (inferiori ty) . Psychogenesishas alr eady considered this
appar ent par adox in connec tion with schizophr enia:
'T he basic assert ion of me ga lomania is the pro position: " I
must be of great worth". H owever, this assertion arises
pr ecisely from the blockin g of its means for fulfilment. The
assertion is one of unm et n eed, not of accomp lished fact ....
M egalomania is thu s th e corre late of a severe inf eriority
compl ex. It asserts, not " I am of wor th ", bu t "I should be of
worth ", bu t havenot in fact b een granted this sense of worth.
The attainm ent of a sen se of personal worth ... is mediated
through his relat ionsh ips with other people. Thus, disrup tion
of an infant's cap acity for a ttachm en t to a love-source is
bound in turn to have p athologica l consequ ences for the
sense of self-wort h. '
(Moberly 1983: 22-3)
Thus, the inferiority-gra ndio sity parado x is to be found
throu ghou t the spectrum of more serious psychopatho logy, and
it is a readily explicab le phenomenon. Moreover, it is a statement of the effect of developmental arrest: th e needs involved
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are not pathological perse, though their lack offulfilment is most
unfortunate.
Kernbergdistinguishes
pathological narcissism from the
normal narcissism of small children. 6 Several of his comments
may be considered, and qualified in the light of our present
hypothesis. Fir st, the grandiose fantasies of normal small children are considered to have 'by far a more realistic quality' than
in the case of narcissistic personalities. This is assertion rather
than argument, and in any case it begs the question. Is chronology or actual developmental progress the mor e significan t
criterion for what may be considered developmentally realistic?
Second, the small child's overreaction to criticism and his
demands for attention coexist with love and the 'ca pacity to
trust and depend upon significant objects'. The fact that this
latter capacity is not found in the narcissistic patient is merely
an acknowledgement of the fact that defensive det achment ha s
taken place . The contrast is not between normal and pathological narcissism , but between narcissistic need s that are being
fulfilled and those that have been rendered incap ab le of fulfilment , through defensive d etachment. In both instances, the
narcissistic needs are normal. What is pathological in the
narcissistic adult are not his needs, but their lack of fulfilment,
and the persistence of defensive detachment.
Third, Kernberg sees the demandingness of the child as
'related to real needs ', while the demandingness of pathological
narcissism is 'excessive' - which aga in begs the question - and
it 'cannot ever be fulfilled '. On our present hypothesis, such
needs can and indeed should be fulfilled , but the y must be
treated as valid and realistic if fulfilment is to take place.
Merely to acknowledge a developmental need, without actually
fulfilling (gratifying) it, ensures that such needs do remain
unm et and thus the problem (of developmental incompletion )
is perpetuated.
Fourth, the negative features of narcissistic patients, such as
aloofness and contempt, are again explicable as consequences
of defensive detac hment. The cont ra st with the 'warm quality
of the small child's self-centredness' imp lies only that the latter
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has not undergone defensive detachment. Indeed, Kernberg
him self notes that, in the history of narcissis tic patients, one
finds a lack of normal warmth , and a certain destructiveness,
from the age of two or thr ee - which suggests that this was the
point at which defensive detachment took place in these cases.
Again, the contra st does not lie between normal and pathological narcissism. It lies betw een those childr en who do not
under go defensive detachment , or in whom it is rapidl y resolved; and those children who do und ergo this defensive
manoeuvre , and in whom it persists unresolved, thereby checking the normal developm ental process.
The narcissistic needs of the child, and of the developmentally affronted adult, are both normal, in the sense of being
developmentally realistic. Chronology and developmental
stages sho uld ideally be synchron ized and not dichotomized.
On an opt imal developmental timetable , the two are harmonized. However, in the unfortunate instances where developmental progress is checked and thereafter does not keep pace
with chronology, the developmental needs involved are still
valid and non-pathological. The sheer passage of time does not
alter the character of the se unfulfilled developmental needs. A
repressed attachment-need is still a realistic developmental
n eed , and it still requires fulfilment , through the medium of a
resto red attac hm ent.
Dependence is a developmentally realistic concept. However, its use in the dis cussion of psychopathology may be
somewhat ambivalent. To speak ofa person as dependen _t may
mean (a) that his dependency needs are actually being met; (b)
that his stage of (incomplete) intrap sychic structura lization
implies an inability to function independently. The latter
statement is true whetheror not dependency needs are being met.
When dependency need s are bein g met, through a selfobject
attachment, structuralization gradually increases and the correlative need for dependence on the selfobject gradually decreases. But whe n dependent -attachment needs are no t being
met, in comp lete structura lization persists and with it the lack
of capac ity for independent functioning, i.e. the state of
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dependence. Incomplet e structuralization implies the need for
a selfobject in lieu of structur e. Indeed , this is itself the very
definition of dependence - th e need of th e incompletely structuralized self for a selfobject - a realistic and developmentally
va lid need. The paradox of psychological development is that independenc e is attained throu gh the fulfilment of dependenc y
needs. Th e capacity for independ ence is a function of intrapsy chic structuralization. And intrap sychic st ructurali zatio n
takes place through th e inchoate ego's ongoing attachment to a
·
selfobject.
Th e two meanings of dependency - the in capaci ty for inde pendent functioning , and the meeting of dep enden cy needs should of course coincide. The former requires the latt er .
Ho wever, it is the trage dy of defensive detachment th at the two
may no longer be co-or din ated. The person in a state of
st ruc tur al depend ence no lon ger has his dependen cy needs met
through a structura lizin g att ac hm ent to a selfobJect , and thu s
h e ca nno t any longer pro ceed toward s increasing independ ence. Defensive det achment impl ies an intrap sychi c barrier to
att achm ent . Howeve r, if a therapist refuses to function as a
selfobje ct, this too is an effective means of chec kin g the fulfilment of the need for a stru ctur alizing attac hm ent. The resolution of defensive deta chm ent is almost pointless if it is then
cons id ered inapp rop ri ate to restor e the very thin g th at defensive d etac hm ent or igin ally blocked! Where attac hm ent- needs
are concerned, the und oing of repr ession mu st not be regarde d
as an end in itself, but only as a means towards th e most vita l
and central goal, viz. the restoration of attachment.
Dependence is h ere used as a psychological concept, but in a
way th at contr asts with K ohut's und erstand in g of th e term.
Kohut sta tes that dependence has biologica l an d psych ological
m eanin gs: th e former refers to the conditionof d epe nd ence, and
the latt er to the wish to b e dependent. 7 Here, howe ver , psychological dep ende nce is understood not as a mere wish , bu t as a
developmen tal state (of in comp lete struct ur alizat ion) and a
d evelopm ent al need (the corr elative need for a stru cturali zing
at tachment to a selfobject).
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I would venture a further inn ovatory comment, to be stated
bri efly, but based on the data presented both her e and in
Psychogenesis
. This suggestion is that the concept of separati onindividu at ion is usua lly state d too absolutely. What is generally
spoken of as separation-individuation
is certa inly a maj or
d evelopmental landmark , but on the basis of the pr esent
discussion I should prefer to speak of thi s as th_e inaugurationof
separation-individuation.
T o adduce a developmental argum en t, th e att ainm ent of separa tion-indi vidu ation is essentially
the meaning of adulthood. Th e earliest yea rs, latency, and
adolescence, all impl y some degree of continued dependen ce
and in this sense a corr elative lack of separation -individuat ion.
I wo uld think it unwi se to restri ct th e term to the earliest years
of life, crucia l thou gh they be, sin ce philo sophi cally this is
mi sleading . The youn g child has not attained separa tionindi vidu atio n in any abso lute sense, or he would by that very
fact no longer have any need for p aren tal care. Moreover, to
adduc e a defensive argumen t as well as a developmental
argument, we may consider what actu a lly happens when early
defence takes place. Defensive detac hm ent is sepa rati on in an
absolute sense,-and it is prec isely this that checksthe developmental process. Psychol ogical separa tio n during the early years
of life is a d evelopmen tal disaster - and ind eed this only
reinforc es the developmental argument th at th e earli est years
prov ide only the inaug ur ation of a process that must continu e
for a number of years th ereafter. Borderline stat es are not , pace
Mahler, Pine , and Bergm ann ( 1975), du e to difficulties in the
rap pro chement su bphase of separat ion -individu ation. They
are due to the more absolute exper ience of sepa rat ion that
defensive detachment implies. True se paratio n -individua tion
takes place with in the matrix of th e ongoi ng fulfilment of
depe nd ency needs throu gh a dependent attachme nt to a selfobj ect. Th is resta tes the affirmat ion that independe nce is met
throu gh the fulfilment of dependency needs, as a function of
in creasing stru ctural ization taking place through a selfobject
att achment.
In contrast to mu ch underst anding of developmental arres t,
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this study presents a twofold mod el: developmental arrest as
such, and the inherent reparativepotenti al for resumin g development. This latter point is particularly innovative, though at the
same time it is presented as the logical corollary of the existing
analytic data. Repression of a developmental need . does not
alter the character of the need- th e need as such still persists ,
even though _repressed. Checking the fulfilment of a need does
not imply the elimination of that need . Repres sion of an
attachment-need must be met , not merely by the undoing of
repression, but by the actual restoration of attachment, i.e. the
resumption of the process whereby further structuralization ·
may be achieved. Selfobject s are required for intrap sychic
structuralization, whether in ordinary development or in the
therapeutic process, i.e. whether norm al developmen t takes
place according to its optimal timetabl e or is resumed after
interruption. Where psychopathology involves incomplete
structuralization - in the functional psychoses , borderline
states, and nar cissisti c per sonali ty disorders - the prim ary
therapeutic function is,just as the primary par ental function, to
serve as an auxiliary ego or selfobject. The impor tance of the
selfobject on a developmental per spe ctive is outstanding, and
advances in therap y mus t depe nd on ta king seriously th e
requirements of developmental r ealism, i.e. meetin g the valid
and legitimate need for a selfobject, in lieu of structure and to
promote further structuralization. Object choice is ind eed a
function of identity, not merely as regards gender identit y, but
more generally, in that the n eed for a selfobject is a function of
incomplete stru cturalization.
The selfobject transf eren ce ha s both diagnosti c va lue, as
b eing indicative of incomplete st ruc tura lization , and the rapeutic value, as itself being th e mea ns to promote fur ther st ructurali zat ion - providedthat the therapist is willing to function
as a selfobject, in ord er to meet these realistic developmental
n eeds that have been trans ferred in to th e ther ape uti c situat ion.
As Freud insisted, 8 transferences are not a function of the
analytic situ at ion, but ar ise spontaneo usly in relat ionship s as a
functi on of the individual's own relati onal capa city. I have
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added that transfer ence includ es realistic as well as unreali stic
elements. Thu s, to take Freud's point further, we may not e that
the therapist does not have to createthe potential for developmental fulfilment, since this potential is evidently inh erent and
arises spontaneou sly in the form of a selfobject tran sference.
The on(y qu estion that faces the th erap ist is wheth er he will
make use ofand cooperate with this inher ent-rep arative potential, or ignor e or ch eck it. Th e latt er op tion is tantamount to
confirmation of the problem. Yet merely to acknowledge the
n eed for a selfobject, without fulfillin g (gra tifying) this need ,
impli es a lack of cooperation with the natural reparative process . Standard analyt ic procedure d oes not do j ustice to the
very n ature of th e problem, because it insists on retainin g a
m od el for techniqu e that was originally shaped around a
different kind of pro blem.
This study post ula tes an inh er ent reparative poten tia l,
through a renewed selfobj ect atta chment (transferen ce of developmen tal needs), in the more serio us form s of psychop at hology. This hypoth esis also has implications for the concept of
critica l periods in the process of development. Wh at happ ens
durin g critic al peri ods in the early growth of animal s may well
be de cisive for furt her development and subsequentl y unalterab le. For hum ans, this stu dy suggests that there are no critical
periods in an abso lute sense. The ea rlie st year s are of crucial
significance ; but nothing negative that hap p ens, or positive
that fails to happen, is irrevocable in principle. Th e selfobject
tr ansfe rence is the reinstateme nt of the formerly repr essed
attachment need. If this is accepted as realisti c and legitim ate,
the d evelopm enta l proces s of structuralization-throughattac hm ent may be resumed. Th e n eeds of a particular period
of early grow th can still be met , providedthat the therapistis willing
to acceptand cooperatewith the reinstatementof the conditions of that
period. T his reinstatement of ea rly condit ions does not have to
be createdby the therapist. Intrapsychically, the situ ation and
need of the pat ient are still as they were earlier on, viz.
incomplete structura lization due to the repression of the need
for attac hm ent to a selfobject - a need tha t persists as still
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requiring fulfilment. If th e therapi st is willing to function as
a selfobject - the only developmen tally re alistic the rapeuti c
manoeuvre - furth er structur alization may take pla ce.
A th eory of developmen tal arr est base d on repression - th e
repr ession of an att ac hment-need- is a dynam ic the ory. Arr est
may b e th e consequ ence of repr ession , but the re-emergen ce
and reinst ate ment of the repre ssed mu st also be taken into
account , i.e. th e ren ewal of atta chm ent, th rough whi ch furth er
structuraliz ation m ay be prom oted . On thi s mod el, the very
natur e of d evelopm ental arr est, as bein g dynami cally stru ctur ed (the r epres sion of the at tachm ent-n eed) impli es an inherent reparative potential (th e em ergenc e from repr ession and
hence reins ta temen t and fulfilment of th e attachm en t-nee d).
Wh en developmental progre ss ha s been detached from actu al
chron ology, i.e. from fulfilment on the optim al developm ent al
timetable , it ma y be resum ed wh en ever ph ase-app ropri ate
developmental conditions are rein stated. T he na ture of the
ther apeutic ende avo ur is sp elled out by the na ture of the
transferen ce (rean im ation of develo pmental needs). Th e tas k of
the therapi st is to cooperat e with this inh erent reparativ e
potenti al. H e is to fun ction as a selfobj ect, in lieu of stru ctur e
and to promo te fur ther stru ctur alization . T he att achm en tneed , once checked , is now to be fulfilled. Th e soluti on is to be
co-ordinated with th e very nature of the prob lem .
The ther api st is to functi on as a selfobje ct not mer ely initi ally
or as a temporar y m easur e, but on a long- term ba sis, on th e
under standing that this mu st be the cen tral thera peu tic
strat egy for pr oblem s of this n at ur e. To begin fulfilling the n eed
for a selfobj ect, and th en to discon tinu e doin g so, int errupt s th e
solution and r einstates the pro blem . A selfobject att achm ent
must be resumed and continued. Stru cturaliz ation do es not take
place imm edi ately but throu gh th e m edium of an ongoin g
atta chment , over a period of time. In the ord inary cour se of
development , a youn g child doe s not grow up overni ght.
Similarly, in th e th erapeutic situ at ion a pro longed perio d of
tim e ma y r ealistically be requir ed to ma ke good de velopm ent al
deficits stemming from th e earlie st year s. T o suggest th at
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gr at ificat ion perp etua tes the problem or tends to mak e it
intermin abl e is shor t-sighted . Gratifica tion may n ot provide a
sp eedy soluti on, bu t thi s is in herent in the very natu re of th e
dev elopm en tal pro cess . Th e realisti cally gra du al pace of
the solution d oes not deroga te from th e va lidity of rein stating
th e fulfilment of developm en tal need s. On this perspective,
'adh esiveness of th e libid o' is not pro bl em atic. It d oes not mark
a res istance to change, but merely affirm s that a legitimate
d evelopm ent al need canno t be bypassed. Such a ne ed will only
be sup ersed ed whe n it has been fulfilled. Th erap eutic pessimism rega rdin g the more serious form s of psychop ath ology is
mor e likely to be a function of ther ap euti c dogmati sm than of
difficu lties inh erent in the prob lem .
Abov e all, there is a need to modify class ica l psychoa nalytic
techniq ue, whi ch was in any case designed for a limit ed model
an d not for the whole ra nge of psychopat hology. Thi s modification is called for by the impli cations of the act ual psychoanalytic d ata. In part icul ar, it is im portant to divorce int erpr etation
from the ru le of abstine nce or non-grati fication . In ter pr etation
continu es to be a va luable tool of treat men t, though th e major
focus in the mor e serious disorders m u st be the fulfilment of
needs for a selfobj ect at tachmen t. T he rul e of abstin ence is to be
rej ecte d as ut terly coun ter-th era peut ic for such disord er s, in the
ligh t of th e d ata · we have availabl e on the imp orta nce of
att ach ment-n eeds . T he therapist's fun ction as selfobj ect is vital
for th e trea tm ent of all the m ore seri o us forms of psychopathology. Thi s is to assert the positive va lue of grat ification , as the
fulfilmen t of deve lopme nt al needs, as correct ive emotiona l
exp er ience , and as a structur alizing a tt achm en t to a selfobject.
D efensive de tac hm ent and all the n ega tive conse quences of
ar rested d evelopment are to be dealt with, b ut these mu st be
re gar ded m er ely as ste ps towards th e major goal of resumin g a
st ru cturali zing attach men t to a selfobj ect. Int erpr eta tion may
well take pl ace withi n this context - withi n the m at rix of the
ongoing fulfilment of development a l n eeds. T his mode l does
not advo cate a pu rely supportive psyc hotherapy. Suppor t is
h er e und er stoo d as a struct uralizing a ttach me nt to a selfobject.
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It is regarded as the crucial factor for cases of incompl ete
intrapsychic structuralization, and it ma y be treated as the
essential matrix for other therapeutic work.
Concepts of psychopathology must be matched by revised
concepts of technique. It is important to do justice to the
implications of the data, and not to insist that one mod el of
technique must be treated as normative for problems it was
never designed to fit. The logic of Bowlby's paradigm, of
Kohut's data, and of my own work - both h ere and in
Psychogenesis
- is to rehabilitate the concept of corrective emotional experience. The future of psychoanalysis must lie in its
acceptance or rejec tion of these proposed modifications.
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